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Students may
see another
•
fee tncrease

WINTER
WONDERLAND
The
Murray
State
University campus, below,
was blanketed In seven to
11
Inches
of
snow
Monday. Several Murray
State students, right, took
advantage of the white
stuff, taking part In a
snowball fight.

By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

A $10 Curris Center fee for
all full-time students may be
proposed at the February
Board of Regents meeting.
Jim Baurer, director of the
Currie Center, said the
proposed fee is necessary to
generate money to run the
building.
Baurer said there are two
types of University accounts:
the Education and General
(E &G) and auxiliary.
He said, E & G dollars
come from the state, tuition
and the student activity fee.
Auxiliaries
are
selfsupporting units of . the
University.
"The state provides some
funding on the E & G side,
on the auxiliary side, we
don't see any of that so we
have to generate the money
for raises, for fringe benefit
increases and for utility
bills," he said. "It's a 10 to
$11 million operation."
MSU has four primary
auxiliaries, which include
the University Bookstore, the
residence
halls,
Food
Services and the Currie
Center, Baurer said.

Photos by JUD COOK

''The way that it was set up
when the Currie Center was
built, was that the Currie
Center would be an auxiliary
with the idea that it would
never be self-supporting," he
said. "Therefore, the other
three auxiliaries weuld
subsidize the operation of the
building."
Baurer said students living
in the residence halls are the
primary source of revenue
for the Currie Center.
"They're the ones that eat
in dining. And day in day
out they're probably in the
bookstore more than people
that live off-campus," he
said. "Philosophically, it
would make more sense to
have all students paying for
the Currie Center. Since
really all students, in
general, use it at one time or
another rather than make the
students that live in housing
pay for the Curria Center."
"If you take out the
bookstore and the food
facilities, there's not a lot of
ways you can generate
revenue here," he said.
"We've got the game room
Please see FEE
Page 15

English 102 final eliminated

Stafford Loan program

'undergoes changes

By KRIS LAWRENCE

of lower division English,
said that the department is
In the past, students implementing a portfolio
enrolled in English 102 were system beginning this
required to participate in a semester which will consist
common final. A new policy of each student's main
in the English department research paper.
eliminates the common
Lalicker said the Kentucky
final.
Education Reform Act is
The
common ' final partially responsible for this
required students to compose change.Ronald
Cella,
an essay from a prompt chairman of the English
given
during
the department, said the portfolio
examination time.
system is long overdue.
William Lalicker, director · "We have, through the
Arts and Entertainment Editor

By AMY GREWE
Assistant News Edttor

ews

•

• The Stafford Loan Program, a need based loan which is
· provided to students at low interest has underwent some
changes.
The Higher Education Amendments of 1992 has
changed the programs name to the Federal Subsidized
Stafford Loan Program.
The Amendments also created the Federal
Unsubsidized Stafford Loan for students who do not
:qualify for for all or part of the regular Stafford Loan.
Please see LOAN
Page 15

experience of using the
common final examination,
decided that it doesn't really
tell us what we need to
know," he said.
Lalicker said that the
department
had
been
considering the change to
portfolios for some time, but
that KERA helped to pave the
way.
"Members
of
the
department have long
recognized the value of the
portfolio for some kinds of

writing," Lalicker said.
"The KERA movement was
just an extra reason to
consider the
portfolio
system."
Cella
ag .. ') es
with
Lalicker's assessment.
"We had thought seriously
about the portfolio system
independently
of any
consideration of what was
being done in the secondary
Please see ENGLISH
Page 15

Wolunteer program showcases student talents
By MELISSA FARNUM
Photographer

Caring is sharing. The
Campus
Connection
Volunteer program allows
students to share their talents
and show they care by
volunteering to help others.
Roger Weis, campus
director · of American
Humanics, said the program
was started in 1992 by a
leadership development
class.
The Red Cross and YMCA
are just two of the 13
community organizations
involved in the volunteer
program.
Peggy Billington, executive
director of the Calloway
County Red Cross, said she is
excited about the program

and that it was a "wonderful
idea." She also said she is
glad
students have an
awareness and want to help.
"We are all in this together
and need to help one
another," Billington said.
Francie Ray, executive
director of the YMCA, said
she is pleased that college
students want to give to the
community.
Ray said last year she had
166 volunteers who helped
with various activities.
Students give their time
and effort to the volunteer
program and in return they
feel better about themselves
and in some cases gain
experience in their field of
study.
Cammie Maxwell, junior
public relations major from

Grand Rivers, said she
enjoys volunteering because
it gives her self-fhJfiJJment.
"All people enjoy helping
others whether they realize it
or not," Maxwell said.
Maxwell got involved in
the program when Weis
brought applications into a
class. She said she does most
of her volunteer work at the
Main Street Youth Center.
Maxwell said volunteering
has also helped her with her
major. She has gained
experience by doing public
service announcements and
is . currently working on a
pamphlet.
Cory Robertson, sophomore
physical education major
from
Marion,
is
volunteering for his Youth
Agency class. Everyone in

Comparison of the cost per semester for full time tuition and fees:
2.6
2.2
Undergraduale1.8

II
II Resident
Resident

Graduate·

r7l Undefgraduatet.:::l Non·resident

II Non·re&ident
Graduate-

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

the class has to volunteer for
six hours. Robertson chose to
work at the Red Cross.
Many different jobs are
available for volunteers.
Some will do clerical work
while others will play games
and act as chaperolll!·
Those who volunteer at the
YMCA are counselors for the
Smart Moves program, which
helps in drug and pregnancy
prevention. They also
chaperon and play games at
overnights and do various
other jobs.
Ray said all YMCA
volunteers must go through
risk management training
Photo by MELISSA FARNUM
and those who wish to be
counselors for the Smart
Moves program must go Cory Robertson, sophomore physical education major
through an additional from Marion, participates as a volunteer for the Red
Cross as a part of his youth agency class.
training session.

0 Vi:..~:::::

Children on playgrounds face more dangers
today than ever. These children not only have to
contend with the traditional bullies armed with
fists and mean words,but those bullies armed
with real weapons.
Violence in America has lncreased,but the
largest increase has been in domestic abuse.
· What are the. problems and solutions for this
issue?
The Murray State News examines this issue.

Stories on Page 5

European community Index
Alpha Kappa Psi, the professional
business fraternity, along with the
Center for International Programs is
helping Murray State University
students recognize that it really Is a
"small world after all."
These groups will present a program
ont he economic dimensions of the
European Community.
The lecture and question/answer
session will be given by George Close,
a European Community scholar in
residence February 23 at 7 p.m. in the
Barkley Room of the Curris Center.
Refreshments will be served.
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Forum discusses media relations
with Greek organizations
By TERRY HAREWOOD

Senior Staff Writer
Several members of Greek
organizations believe the
views of many Murray State
University students are
warped by the
coverage
given to Greeks in the
media.
Some fraternities and
sororities have decided it is
time to prove to all that
Greeks do more good than
harm for Murray State.
More
than
60
representatives from the 11
fraternities
and
eight
sororities aired their gripes
at the first part of a forum on
Greeks and media relations
Wednesday night.
The forum, which was
geared at clearing up the
many misconceptions of the
Greeks, consisted of a panel
made up of Murray State
Photo by JUD COOK
faculty, The Murray State
News editor-in-chief and Chris Erwin, a senior accounting major from Mayfield,
Greek representatives.
speaks at a forum Wednesday concerning Greek and
The two-hour long panel
media relations at Murray State. A similar forum will be
discussion,
which
was
organized by the Lambda Chi held next Wednesday.
Alpha fraternity and the president of the Lambda Chi who are your gatekeepers,"
Society of Professional Alpha Fraternity at Union he said.
Robertson also suggested
Journalists, heard many University.
suggestions on creating a
"My office is willing to that Greeks move some of the
better public image, as well help you to publicize your activities they hold on
as
the
woes
of the event in any way possible," weeknights to the weekends,
and attend events on campus
representaives of the Greek he said.
organizations.
· Don Robertson, associate together. This would show
Ann Landini, adviser of vice president of student people they are doing good
The Murray State News, affairs, believes Greek deeds on campus, be said.
He said when Greeks do
encouraged Greeks to submit organizations must set up a
information
on
their "grass roots" plan in order to good they give the University
activities and initiates to clear up the opinions a good image.
However, when negative
cuM"ently held.
local media houses.
"First you need to assess things appear · in the news
"Organizations
should
funnel materials on new your current image," he then the University gets a
image off-campus,
~ou need to look at bad
initiates
to
hometown said.
" I
•
..
•
organtzattons Robertson said.
papers," she said. "Parents your
The forum may not have
like to see how their individually, then you need
any
immediate
youngsters are doing, and to look at the entire Greek solved
concerning
papers more than often would system here as a whole. You problems
be glad to publish material need to analyze. You need to relations between the Greeks
develop a plan to set it in the and the media, but it was
like this."
As
long
as
Greek direction in which you want educational.
"I hope that it will be a
organizations are interested them to lead."
learning
tool between the
Robertson
advised
Greeks
in painting a more positive
Greeks,
the
(campus)
to
let
the
media
know
what
light, the Murray State News
newspaper
and
the
news
they
are
doing
on
campus.
Bureau is willing to help,
media,"
said
Chris
Erwin,
"You
need
to
know
who
are
aaid Joe Hedges, Bureau
manager
and
former your key people on campus; senior accounting major

PIUSIIURY

from Mayfield and a former
officer of Lambda Chi Alpha.
"I was very happy with the
meeting, and it made a
difference," Erwin said .
He also believes that the
forums can enhance the
relationship between the
Greeks and the news media.
Shannon Barnhill, junior
journalism and political
science major from Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas, and
vice president of Panhellenic
Council, said the forum was
helpful in getting the news
media and the Greeks
together to discuss the issues.
"It went very well for the
most part," Barnhill said.
One of the problems that
Greeks have expressed is that
only bad news receives
coverage in The Murray

Horse park

off~rs

classes

The Kentucky Horse Park will begin its third season of
community education equine classes in March. The classes
are designed for both novice and experienced horse riders.
About 25 weekend classes and clinics are scheduled this
season.
Admission to the park is included in the cost of tuition for
the classes. For a complete course listing and more informa·
tion, contact Barbara Dietrich at (606) 233-4303, extension
206.

Readmission deadline
In order to preschedule for summer or fall classes, students
not currently enrolled must complete their readmission ap·
plication before Aprill. Anyone who applies after April! can
schedule from June 2-9.
This change has been made to improve the registration pro·
cess by keeping students from waiting until the last minute
to pre-register.
The application fee is $10 and the re-admission fee is $5 .
For more information call 762-3762 or 1-800-2724678.

State News.
"I think a lot of the problem
is in the communication
between the news media and
the Greek community,"
Barnhill said.
Erwin said he believes the
news
media
is
more
interested in bad news
concerning fraternities or
sororities instead of the good
news.
"It seems like when
something bad happens that
we don't have to tell you, but
when
something
good
happens we have to work our
butts off to get the news into
the paper," Erwin said.
The panel also included
Robert
McGaughey,
chairman of the journalism
and
radio-television
department; F. Gilland
Welsch, visiting lecturer in
the department of journalism
and radio-television; Kristie
Helms, editor in chief of The
Murray State News; Amy
Rushing, president of the
Panhellenic Council; and
and Jay Graham, president
of the
Interfraternity
Council.
Editor's Note: This article Is the third
In a senes on Greeks. Some informa·
tiOn in this story was gathered by Leigh
Landini, assoc•ate editor.

Week In Preview
• Course. A course In "Hazard Communication Training," 8 a .m. to 5
p.m. Tuesday in room 146, Collins Center for Industry and
Technology. Calr 762·3385.
• Forum. "Forum on Kentucky" will be held at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Collins Center for Industry and Technology. Featuring local, regional and
state representatives as speakers on Issues concerning students.
Sponsored by the Student Government Association
• Teleconference. A teleconference on "Multimedia: how does it
really work in the classroom?," noon to 2 p.m. Tuesday, Barkley room .
• Buffet. International Student Buffet, 1 p.m., Feb. 28. Call762-4152.
• Deadline. Financial aid applications for summer 1993 are due
March 1.
• Meeting. Young Democrats, 4 p.m., March 2, place to be
announced.
• lecture. Informal discussion on alcohol awareness, 4 p.m., March
1, Barkley room.
• Meeting. Student Alumni Association, 5 p.m., March 4, Barkley
room.
,
• Workshop. Career guidance workshop, 9 a.m . to 4 p.m., March 20, •
Learning Center, by graduate student Lee Kem. Call 753-4603.
• Fundralser. Walk-a·thon to raise money for Calloway County youth, .,
March 20. A concert and carnival booths for kids will follow at Stewart Staduium. Call762·3585 or 762-6196.
• Banquet. Continuing Education and Academic Outreach, 6:30
p.m., March 26, Curris Center ballroom. Dinner cost Is $5 for students
and $10 for non-students. Deadline for reservations is March 22.
• Deadline. last day to drop a full semester class with a grade of W •
(no penalty) is March 24.
• Study lounge. The Stables dining area is now open as a study area
for nontraditional and commuter students, 8 a m. to 2 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
• Junior Jam. Junior Jam, a program to acquaint high school juniors ~
and their parents to Murray State University and its programs, tomorrow. Events begin at noon, first floor , Curris Center.
• Show. The Murray State University West Kentucky Exposition
Center is sponsoring the 1993 Home Lawn and Garden Show today
through Sunday. can 753-2400.
• Celebrate Women. Sixth annual "Celebrate Women" conference,
Tuesday, March 2, Curris Center. Featunng Cass Irvin, disability rights
activist, as the keynote speaker. Registration fee is $15, which includes lunch, or $5 for students. Call753·9279, 762·3016 or 762-3809.
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-Vandalism can Career day offers opportunities
:result
in fines
'
By AMY GREWE

for job experience.
"It can lead to a full-time
job," she said. "It is also
important on your resume.
Employers look for that."

Assistant News Editor

I

• By JENNY WOHLLEB

: Assistant News Editor

Vandalism is something
with which every Murray
State residence hall must
deal.
Paula Hulick, director of
housing, said anyone caught
vandalizing University
property in the residence
halls is fmed. However, she
said the problem is not as bad
at MSU as it is at other
schools.
Hulick said in the U.S.
there are more incidents of
vandalism
in
male
residence halls.
"When
you
look
nationwide, there tends to be
more vandalizing in male
balls than in female," she
said. "In co-ed halls there is
less (vandalism) because
residents monitor themselves
more when someone of the
opposite sex is around."
Hulick said alcohol and
vandalism are usually
related especially among
men who tend to take out
their aggressions physically.
Hulick said the housing
. office budgets $10,000
annually to repair damages.

She said students .llave
several options when paying
for damages.
"The ($50) housing deposit
is for (paying for damages)
if the student isn't planning
on returniD.g to the residence
halls," Hulick said, "if the
damage is equal or less than
$50. If they are returning, it
is added to their account."
Chris Vaughn, director of
Hart Hall, said he sees more
vandalism in the male halls.

"Hart was originally a
female dorm," he said.
"When it was converted to
male (residents), vandalism
went up."
Vaughn said he and his
~do a pre-inventory of the
rooms before the residents
move in. He said the hal1a
have checklists describing
the condition of the items in
each room.
The same sheet is used by
resident advisers to check the
rooms at the end of the year
to check the condition of the
room. If a discrepancy is
found between the two forms,
the resident will be charged
for damages.

·sorority offers
·helping hand
I

;__
B~y_KI_M_F_I_S_HE_R
_ _ _ __
' RfJporter

· A new organization at
Murray State is offering
:Jeaderabip and service
experience for its members.
: Epsilon Sigma Alpha is a
'new international sorority
'open to women who want to
provide a helping hand in the
Murray area.
Kathie
Fleming,
administrative secretary in
the cooperative education and
placement office and adviser
to Epsilon Sigma Alpha,
said. the organization is

Making yourself stand
out from everyone else in
the job market is a tough
task for some students.
Rosa Meloan, director of
cooperative education and
placement, voices this
concern when be speaks to
students about getting a job.
"For the longest time it
was fairly simple for
students
to
find
employment," he said.
"Now what we're faced
with is a competition not
only with surrounding
schools, but also with laid
off employees who have
experience and are ~
the jobs."
Meloan
said many
companies are no longer
coming to such events as
career days and it is now
up to students to make
businesses aware of their
abilities.
"A lot of companies
aren't going to come
anymore because they don't
have to," he said. "They
are
flooded
with
applications."

Linda Horner, curator .of
interpretation at the
National
Scouting
Museum, said students
going to summer school are
also able to take advantage
of job opportunities.
"It's possible to take a
summer class or two and
work at the same time,"
she said.

Photo by JUD COOK

Terl Cook, a senior organizational communication major
from Louisville, talks with James Schwartz, state
manager at Woodman of the World, at career day
Tuesday.

Meloan
said
the
experience gained during
an internship. is helpful to
a student when looking for
employment.

Sherry Lassister, field
and marketing director of
Latonka Cotton Boll Girl
Scouts, said summer jobs
are helpful to those looking

Meloan said they make
presentations to the
freshman
orientation
classes now to try to get
them involved with the
placement office early in
their college careers.
"It is imperative for
students to decide, even at
the sophomore level, what it
is they are going to do in
the future and what path
wm take them there,"· he
said. "Today's traditional
student is going to have to
get out there and bettel' their
career posture."

Professor chosen to represent state
By PATRICIA CASH

Kentucky Council on Higher director was just recently
Education.
chosen but has not officially
A faculty member at
"It's a great honor for the accepted the position in
Murray State Univenity has
university," Kurth said. "He writing, Weber said.
been chosen to represent
was chosen for this because
Weber
said
any
Kentucky's institutions of
of his distinguished career information that can be
higher education on the new
and reputati~n of the broken down by geographic
Geographic Information
program he is involved with, regions, usually counties,
Advisory Council of the
MARC
(Mid-America can be available when the
Kentucky
Information
Remote·Sensing Center)."
combination of databases is
Systems Commission.
Gov. Brereton Jones complete.
Neil Weber, chairman of
established the Kentucky
"For example, it will be
the department of geosciences
Office
of Geographic good
for
economic
at Murray State University,
Information Systems (OGIS) development," he said. "If
was nominated by President ·
in Frankfort, which is plant officials are thinking
NEIL WEBER
Ronald J. Kurth when he and
overseen by the council, by of locating a new plant in
Advisory Council member
the
other
university
executive order in October Kentucky, they can, gain
presidents across the state
1992.
information through OGIB .as
were contacted to make
He was finally chosen for
However, it will not be to where there is a large
nominations from their his position by Gary Cox, fully functional until April labor force and enough land
schools.
executive director of the 1993, partly because a to build on."
Reporter

leadership oriented and open
to students of any age, race
or religion.
.
MSU bas established the
Mu Sigma chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha, which is the
first collegiate chapter in the
state, Fleming said.
The sorority also has a
community chapter which is
one of 15 in Kentucky.
'The collegiate chapter is a
new concept for ESA because
as a student graduates abe
can transfer her ' collegiate
membership to a· traditional
community
chapter,"
Flemin2 said.
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VIEWPOINT
LE'rfERS

EDITORIAL

Greek system
develops many
campus leaders

Escape the cycle
leading to new fee
Well, another day of nickle-and-diming by MSU
may leave students an additional $10 lighter.
After ·rmding out last week that Murray State
undergraduates will pay an additional $80 per
semester in tuition, the new hike of the week is a
proposed $10 user fee on the Currie Center,
which would be tacked on student's bills next
year right beneath the $135 activity fee.
The reason for this increase is because when
management of the Curris Center was set up, it
was to be a non-self supporting auxiliary
organization geared toward serving the students.
Money from housing, Jood services and the
bookstore would provide most of the operating
revenue.
The result of this is a hopeless cycle of juggling
funds between housing, food services and the
Curris Center. Because the fll'st two supplement
the third, all three are financially hurt.
This is no time for casting blame, because there
is no one really to blame. This is a time for
advocating change. The Currie Center needs to
rethink how it operates, and redesign in ways
that will make it more self sufficient. Also, in the
future, MSU should reconsider setting up any
more business ventures designed not to make a
profit.
In the interim, however, the MSU Board of
Regents will be discussing this new fee and
possibly other fee hikes next Fri<lay and Saturday.
Students can show how they feel about adding
additional fees to next ye~s bills by showing up
at the meetings and voicuig"'t iieir concerns about
further hikes in person. ·

Physical plant worked
while others played
The sledding and snowball fight fun which
followed this week's snowfall should not
overshadow the excellent job done by the MSU
physical plant to keep streets and sidewalks
clear.
Groups ranging from heavy equipment
operators to lawn care workers to movers to
building service technicians put in 388 total manhours cleaning up after the storm.
Crews worked until midnight on Monday and
came in at 5 a.m. on Tuesday, spreading 16 tons
of sand, one ton of salt and chemical deicer and
an immeasurable amount of sweat to keep the
university operating.
From The Murray State News, here is a ·welldeserved pat on the back.
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'Safe' sex is risky proposition
Dear Editor:
There are sever al good
reasons why MSU should not
install condom machines in
the dorms.
First, condoms are not
reliable-either as a protection
against pregnancy or against
venereal diseases. According
to the research completed by
Planned P arenthood, the
failure rate of condoms was
18.4 percent.
Th e U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
reported recently that "One of
every five batches of condoms
tested in a government
inspection program over the
last four months failed to
meet minimum standards for
leaks."
.
.
And, sadly, 1t takes JUSt one
cond om failing to give a
student AIDS, herpes or other
diseases. For MSU to dispense
condoms in the dorms is to
imply they are reliable--and
they are not.
. .
S~cond, MSU ts . m the
busmess of educat10n and
training. studen~s, .not in
encouragmg formcatton. By
making condoms readily
available, MSU would be
tacitly endorsing not only the
safety of condoms, but
fornication as well.
Some argue that many
students will be promiscuous
anyway, and so why not
"reduce" their risks. Yet, we

don't make safe marijuana
or safe handguns readily
available to students on the
grounda that some will
misuse them anyway.
For those students who don't
mind the 18.4 percent risk
{it's sort of like playing
Russian roulette), condoms
are readily available in
many Murray stores and so
the university need not
endorse them by making
them available in the dorms.
Recently, the faculty and
administration at MSU have
identified
and
widely
publicized
eight
"characteristics" · that we
should promote in MSU
students. One of these
characteristics is: "Apply
sound standards of analysis
and evaluation to reach
logical decisions." When we
increase the availability of
condoms with their potential
to break and leak, are we
moving students toward a
high standard of analysis
and evaluation to reach a
logical decision? Are we
helping them to "understand
the nature of citizenship,"
which
is
another
"characteristic" on the list?
The administration has told
faculty again and again that
we desperately need
to
promote enrollment at MSU.
The condom issue works
against this. I can't imagine

parents being more likely to
send their children to MSU
because we now have condoms
available for t h em in the
dorms.
But I can imagine parents-in fact, I've talked to some
already-who are less likely to
send their children to MSU
because
condoms
are
dispensed in the dorms. The
stand that the administration
takes on the condom issue
may reveal much abou t how
serious it is about promoting
enrollment here.
For the university even to
consider dispensing condoms
in the dorms shows how far
we--professors
and
administrators alike--have
strayed from our places as
role models for students.
Eunice Kennedy Shriver,
who has counseled scores of
teenagers, concluded that
"teenagers become sexually
active and risk pregnancy,
not out of ignorance, but out of
lovelessness; not out of an
absence of values, not because
contraception is unavailable,
but because their sexuality has
not been given a strong moral
context."
Our stu dents don't need
condoms; they need to know
we care about them.
Burt Folsom
of History

Profes~ror

Dancers should be seen and heard
Dear Editor:
What's blue and gold and
moves only at halftime?
MSU basketball patrons
should know this one.
It's the MSU dance squad!
Yes, dance squad.
One would think that the
dance squad would support
their sch ool at the sporting
evente they attend, but in this
case, it doesn't appear so. The
girls have been at only four
home games this season
{oddly, at one of the games,
the girls didn't perform at
all).
.
Except for a brief halftime
performance, the girls stand
together as a group below the
band and talk. Admittedly
against SEMO, they did yell a
little, but only when a TV
camera was pointed in their
direction.
I'm certain the girls in the
dance squad put in a lot of
time and dedication to their

sport, and I admire them for
getting out in front of 5,000
people and dancing like they
thdo. I know Idw~uld never have
e nerve to o 1t.
But, if they're going to wear
blue and gold and represent
Murray State at any sporting
function, they should show
their school spirit by yelling
constantly for their team.
I wish the dance squad luck
with the raffle they are
sponsoring to raise money to
go to the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament in
Lexington. But please, girls,
if you do go, yell your hearts
out for the mighty Racers and
make us all proud.
The Racer cheerleaders
need to work on yelling also.
According to Webster's, a
cheerleader calls · for and
directs organized cheering
(as at a football game.)
Lately, the cheerleaders
have slacked off on their

..
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Dear Editor:
I was shocked and slightly
hurt when I opened last
week's issue of The Murray
State News only to see a
headline of "ATO bid
incident..."
'
I am not going to defend the
slanderous comments made
by Mr. Joseph Danielsen
Baptist, since I am sure that
Murray State's students are
intelligent enough to se;
through his vague and clearly
sinister intent.
So rather than a rebuttal to
his antagonistic letter with
unfriendly comments myself,
I would like to share in •a
knowledgeable manner somJ!
points about the Greek life
and, specifically, the Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity.
'
I'm sorry Murray State
News, but I feel some of tbe
barriers students have with
the Greek system you are
responsible for causing.
Alpha Tau Omega, not unlike
other Greek organization•,
has been a vital part of
Murray State's campus since
its introduction to Murr~,
Ky. in 1959.
T>
ATO is centered toward tp.e
fundamental ideals which
social fraterni t ies were
"
founded to uphold.
I know you (The Murrqy
State News) are accountable to
report the occurences Greeks
might not want printed, but I
feel you should equivalenlly
make an effort to publish the
positive things Greeks ne
doing to help make a
difference in the lives of
others.
'
I would also encourage
Greek organizations to help
The Murray State News out by
letting them know about the
things in which yo:ur
organization is participating.
Last semester alone, ATO,
as well as the rest of the
Greek organizations on
campus, participated in
several
philanthropic
activities for no other reason
but to help others.
I assure you that the positive
events outweigh the negative
several times over in the
Greek community.
Last week's letter made a
call for positive leadership
examples that fraternities ~e
famous for developing. Once
again, Alpha Tau Omega has
exemplified this call as well
as many of the Greek
organizations on campus.
ATO has many members
who are summer orientation
counselors, Mr. MSU, Greek
man of the Year and Alpha
Tau Omega has more
members of the Student
Government Association than
any organization on campus,
including the SGA president,
Mr. Todd Logsdon.
I think the fact that the
president of the Murray State
University
Student
Government Association is
responsible for representing
the students by being a
member of the Board of
Regents says something about
ATO ' s
credibility
by
developing such a leader as
Todd Logsdon to fulflll this
position.
Undeniably, ATO, as well
as other Greek organizations,
is in fact developing the
"positive leadership examples
that fraternities are famous
for," Mr. Baptist.
With the help of our friends
like Mr. Baptist, we can try to
forget about the many
functional and constructive
activities that fraternities and
sororities participate in, and
try to advertise alleged
incidents that will only cause
undue problems with the
Greek system and hurt the
organizations which are
centered on helping others.

duties. They seem to worry too
much about what they are
going to do during the next
timeout or even deciding who
will perform during the next
timeout, them or the band.
Let me help here. Decide
before the game starts which
group has the first timeout
and then alternate. Yell
constantly, and yell simple
two or three word cheers.
"Racers! Racers! Racers!" or
"Go Racers got" or even
"Defense!" Keep the crowd
going and don't always
depend on the crowd to start a
cheer. Take the lead and they
will follow.
Murray State is lucky to
have good sporting teams and
great fans. Now if the dance
squad and cheerleaders would
improve
their
yelling
techniques, things would be
perfect.
Marilynn Downey
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By HEATHER CROZE

Violence invades children's playgrounds
Playground fights that
used to end in bloody
noses now ends in
death.More than ever kids
are facing the crisis of
childhood: violence, drugs,
bad schools, poverty, divorce,
or two parents at work. And
no one seems to care.
Violence among the young
is so rampant that the
American Academy of
Pediatrics calls it a, public
health emergency.

Two youths were killed in
New York City because of an
argument over a pick-up
basketball game. A 13-yearold Chicago boy was killed
because he didn't trade the
right baseball card to his
friend. Two boys were shot in
Dallas during an argument
involving someone'& gold
tooth. In Denver, a boy was
killed crossing the street.
because he was weat;ng the
wrong color. Closer to home,
in Nashville, a boy was killed
during a dispute involving a
pizza.

Children & Crime
Number of homicide victims
ages 10-19:

Number of juveniles {17 and under)
arrested for murder:

2,000

2,000

~Whites
Blacks

1,500

1,500

1,000

1,000

500

500

An ever-increasing number
of youngsters are caught up in

violence-as victims , as
witnesses, as perpetrators.
The number of children under
the age of 18 arrested each
year for murder has jumped
55 percent in the past decade,
to more than 2600 in 1990.

-:In the past thirty months
there has been a increase in
crimes
with
weapons
involving teenagers here in
Paducah.'' said Steve Haines
of the Paducah Police Crime
Prevention Bureau. •It is a
recognizable problem that we
are trying to deal with.•

For many children there is

"Do safe place for them to go to
get away from the violence.
The National Committee for
the Prevention of Child Abuse
' calculated that 2. 7 million
kids suffered from abuse or
neglect last year; that is an
~ increase of 40 percent just
since 1985. An estimated
1,383 children (half of them
; less than a year old) died from
• maltreatment in 1991.
• Among older children, more
·'adolescents die from violenceespecially gun violence-than
• from any illness. According to
•'the National Center for
' Health Statistics, homicide by
' firearms is now the second'- leading cause of death for 15-

1988

1990

1989

1991

1989

1990

1992

1991
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Source: FORTUNE

Graphtc by HEATHER BEGLEY •

to19-year-old whites. For
African-Americans in that age
bracket, homicide is the
leading cause of death.
The most pressing task to
help prevent these teenage
crimes is getting the guns
away from children. A
national survey of high school
students in 1990 by the
Centers for Disease Control
found that 4 percent had
carried a gun at least once in
the past month. In a more

recent study of llth~graders
in Seattle, 6 percent of boys
said they had actually
brought a gun into the school
building. One-third of the
gun-owning students in
Seattle reported that they had
fired their weapons at
another penon.
Nowadays, for $20 a kid can
buy a used .22 caliber pistol
on the street corner in his
neighborhood. For as little as
$200, be can own a brand-

new, semiautomatic 9millimeter pistol
Joe Green, associate
director of public safety at
Murray State University, said
that teenage crimes are of the
greatest problems today.
"Most of the problema here
at Murray State is from
teenagers on the outside
causing trouble on campus.
We've not had too many
problems with guns here but
it will increase and it

~:Violence hits close to home
.
·Police see increase in domestic disputes
I

Violence in America once started as a
small brush fire, but within the last ten
years it has erupted into one of the largest
• blazes the United States has ever seen.
It is said most crimes start in the home.
A recent study by the National Women's
Society reported at least 12.1 million
women have been raped at least once. Of
that 12.1 million, 600,000 have been raped
a number of times and 25 percent of these
women reported that the rape was by a
relative or their husband. This study said
domestic violence is the leading cause of
injury and death to American women.
Every day more than three children die
from injuries inflicted by abusive parents.
Nearly 90 children each day are taken
from their parents' custody and added to
an overburdened foster care system.
An article in the August, 1991 issue of
the New York T imes stated that six
million American women become victims
of abuse without ever leaving their homes.
Three million children are known to have
been confined and abused in their own
homes and 2,000 children in the past year
alone were murdered by their own
parents.
Maria Newman, reporter for the New
York Times, wrote in an article that most
children learn to act viciously and
.. maliciously by seeing their parents at
• home. Newman believes that most racial
and hate violence begins within the home.
Children see how their parents act and
' · imitate that feeling when they walk out
"' their front door.
~ , Besides suffering from physical abuse
i within in these homes children and
{ women also suffer from emotional abuse.
1 • Words and actions sometimes speak
• . louder to people then physical violence.
Is this violence finding its way onto the
,campus of Murray State? Most people

&

Haines said that the police
department is primarily
involved in enforcement.
,"We're working with the
schools and neighborhoods to
show that there is a problem.
There needs to be parental
involvement with teenagers.
Puents need to know where
their kids are and who they're
with.·
1

probably will become a
problem," Green said.
Teenagers not only shoot
one another, they are also
killing, wounding, and
terrorizing their younge r
brothers and sisters.

• A vast majority of teens
are out having a good time
and are trying not to cause
any problems. But the teens
that are causing the problems
are the ones to be dealt with,•
Haines said.

Psychologist
James
Garbarino, co-author of a new
book called Children in
Danger , said children are
killing each other every day
for the dumbest reasons.

Solving problems
pr~sents
,,

:....,. ~··

<

challenges ,
'

'

~t; 1,

like

would want to say no, but can we be so tomance, poor grades, concern about their
sure? The public safety department sexuality, sexual abuse by a parent, an
publishes lists and numbers of the crimes impending divorce or the death of a friend
that are reported on campus. In the past or relative.
three years, two cases of sexual abuse,
In the past three years at Murray State,
three rapes, two concealed weapons and
public safety has documented six suicides,
26 assaults were reported to public safety. Green said.
Joe Green, associate director of public
Statistics from the Department of
safety, said violence on campus has not
Social
Services shows that domestic
been a big problem, but he seea crime
violence
in Calloway County is on the rile.
rising here. It could become 10mething to
worry about in the nan few years.
For 1992, there were 30 reports of adult
The most critical problem for most abuse and 86 spousal abuse reports .
children in white suburban homes is There were 134 reports total in Calloway
suicide. Many factors can prompt County for 1992. In Paducah for 1992,
adolescents to kill themselves -a broken there were 317 reports.
A closer look at issues in the news

•
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Solutions to problems
childabuse, spoute abuse, gun
control and rape for teenagers are not easy.
Different states have proposed se~ral laws as ponible "· .
remedies. Florida enacted a law'aaying that adults can be ·
held partially responsible for the ~ of guna by <:hildrea
Laws simmar to this one are n01J on the boob in10 states·
and three cities.
·
· ~laws are helpful but Me .ieallr. only dams th8.t baveL ··
been~rected to stOp a tidal wave. Action needs to b8 taken~:· j
at t.he federaHevel and it needs tO hap}>en fast. A Gallup,:
Poll in 1992 found that 68 perect Americans feel .that,
laws covering the snle of firearms should be "'more strict".
Beyond controlling guns, we need to reassert the
principles of parental and com.m.mity responsibility.
Besid~s eliminating poverty ar shoving erime from one
jurisdiction to another, there are several workable ·and }
· aff,of.dable steps we can, take to r~duce ~ur children's :
eiposure to violence. ·
:.;
'
, ·
... ,
·;:;:
The first step is to start in ·the homes ,aCcording to an .,,
article .in Fortune Magazine . Parents need to understand
what healthy care is and they :aeed to learn how to give ~
that kind of care to their child.relll. Fathers need to learn
how to express themselves in ways that won't endanger
others and children need to learn that violenee only leads to
more violence and they need to kDow when to stop.
The second step is to teach people, es~cially children, ·
how ...to ·h~dle their anger. . Alihough anger is a basic '
human emotion many people never ~earn how to deal with~. ·
it non-Violently. '
·
<" '
TeaChing these things should be&in in the schools·for most'·
children, as stated in Fortune.
There are many school·based violence prevention
programs along with compamon programs for parents. No
one has of yet evaluated the long-tenn effectiveness of :o1
these progr&m; , but lllllDYpsyCho~ Wlieve that the;; ,:
need to minimize teenage crimes iii of great impottancei, ~ ·''·
any tittle step helps.
, ·
·
· . ·
A third s~p ia to keep gw.ts ·awaifroiri kid8. We ~ot
control juvenile violence without controlling guns. Trigger ~·
restraints built into guns could be a small first .step. What
needs to be done however is to gun-proof children rather ___
than child-proofing the guns, says the New Yor* Timett.
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Help with taxes available
By PAMELA DIXON
Staff Writer

If the words itemization,
deduction, dependent and
penalty strike fear in your
heart, help is nqw available
on campus.
Volunteer I ncome Tax
As sis tan ce
(VI TA ),
sponsored by the Murray
State University a ccounting
~.
department a nd Beta Alpha
Fonn
Psi,
is
offe r i n g free
that~
1CMOA "
enm.d to claim
assistance to students, senior
citizens, an d l ow-income
taxpayers.
VITA volun t eer s a re a lso
Form
helping tax payers fi nd
1040
s pecial
cr ed i ts
and
deductions for wh ich th ey are
eligible.
VITA advises statements from bank s
Assistance with tax returns Building.
will be offered from 12-4 p.m. st udents t o bring their tax (Form 1099) and copies of
on Feb. 12, 19 and 26, March package for the year, wage their 1992 income taxes, if
19 and 26 and April 2 and 9 and earning state ments available.
W2 ),
interest
Phil Tibbs, professor of
in room 302 of t he Business (Form

.....

POUCEBEAT

accountin g, said VITA has
been sponsor ing thi~t event
for about 20 years and
averages about 400 returns
per year.
"It's a student-l earning.
project that allows senior
students to h ave h and s-on
experience in their fie ld,"
Tibbs said.
Angie
Hok e,
j u n ior
accounting m ajor from
Murray and the assistant
student coordinator of VITA,
said the legalit y of taxes
frightens moat studen ts.
"Tax form s look really
scary to i tudents," Hoke
said. "Sometimes they are
intimidated by thoughts of the
IRS knocking down their
doors."
Hoke said the program is
organized and saves time for
students.

Personality test offered at MSU
By AMY GREWE
Assistant News Editor

Are you an introvert or an
extrovert? Everyone's personality traits differ from
everyone else's. A test called
the Myers-B riggs Type
Indicator (MBTI) h elps a
person to better understand
his type of personality.
The MBTI, which has been
used by th e Murray State
University Counseling and
Testing Center for about 13
years, l ooks at ei ght
personality preferences that
people use, which are divided
into fou r groups . They
include introversion and
extraversion, sensing a n d
intuition, think i ng a n d
feeling, and judgment and

preferences wit h which a
person has ident ified most
This chart shows the effects of the combinations of perception
often.
Prefer en ces are
and judgment:
combined to tell their "type" of
personality.
IT:. _ .
IF:. . _ .
. : . . . .1 11':111111111111
wllljnllr:
F_,lll
lllll*lnl
"There a re no right or
Ftlllll
wrong
answers ," P aul
IDCUthllr
pcllllbllliaa
facts
facti
polliblllllftll0111111:
Naberezny, counselor and
inatru.ctor at the counseling
Impersonal
Ptrlonll
lmpncnl
IIMihlftdll
Ptrlonll
lllelawtlll:
wmll
and testing center , said. "It's
simply looks at how you see
Tllathly .... Prlclical n
Sympdllllc
Enluildc
Loalclln
IDblcomt:
ntl'llndt/
mahlr-of-fact
lngrilul
and judge things."
- inllghlful
IIMiftndiCOpl Tldlnical lldll PriGIIcll help
Undli~
lblofdclln
Bruce Breeding, assistant
lartllllr
with facti and
ncomrnsDcll· tlchnlc:al
of computer studies,
professor
1IIUI IIII11:
objecll
lng wllh JIIQIIII
dMIDpmlnll
fof JIIQIIII
said he began using the MBTI
:
euu..
Plllant Clll
. . .rch
Physical acllnce in 1983.
ProcU:tion
s..
BltiNorllldlncl MIIIIQIIMIII
'
"It's a tool for students to
Construction
T..:hilg
Lillnlull&art Anlly*
understand themselves," he
Source: COUNSEUNQ AND TESTING CENTER Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
aaid . "It h elps t h em to
, TT l
understand h ow they react to
perception.
completed the teet, a computer people and why others react to
Once a
p erson has printout lists the four them in certain ways."

Personality type•
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Feb.9
11:11 a .m. - Dale Sparks reported a telephone taken from
room 244 of Blackburn Science Building.
9:59 p.m. - An attempted robbery between Waterfield
Library and Carr Health was reported. An unidentified man
attacked a non-student on the north side of Waterfield
Library. He asked for his billfold, finding no money, he hit
the young man and took a swipe at him with a knife or sharp
object. Leaving a superficial wound across his stomach. The
young man foiled his attacker by stomping his foot and kicking him in the mid-section. The assailant then ran away. The
attack is under investigation.
Feb. 10
8:35p.m. - A student found three of his personal checks in
an elevator in Hart Hall. The incident is under investigation.
10:54 p.m. - Racer Patrol observed a person wanted by the
Calloway County Sheriff's office in the Curris Center . The
Sheriffs office sent a deputy and served a warrant on
Michael Buehcer and took him into custody.
Feb. 11
8:40p.m. - Report of gunshots in Wells Hall. Nothing was
found.
8:41p.m. - A person reported hearing gunshots in Ordway
Hall. Nothing was found.
Feb. 12
10:58 a.m. - Scott Samons reported h is bike stolen from
Waterfield Library. It was found at the Dixieland Center at
5:30p.m. and returned to its owner.
1:46 p.m. - In the 600 block of College Courts, it was .
discovered that someone has been living in a utility room.
11:32 p.m. - A truck parked at the Expo Center had its
rear window smashed with a brick. Nothing was taken, but
considerable damage was reported.
Feb. 13
.
6:31 p.m. - Bill Holt, associate professor, was observed
allegedly keying the sides of a truck belonging to Mark Kay
Kirk, Expo manager. The vehicle sustained damage in excess
of $1,000. Holt is charged with criminal misch ief, a first
degree felony.
Feb. 14
12:04 a .m. - Someone threatened a security guard. The incident is under investigation.
3:43 p.m. - A male student harassed a Fast Track
employee. He had left upon arrival of t he officer.
9:28p.m. - Papa John's Pizza reported the theft of a car
s ign while parked near Hart Hall.
Feb. 15
3:25 p.m. - Snowballs were reported being thrown at cars
on Chestnut Street from the overpass.
Inform ation for Police Beat was compiled by Ron Applega.Je,
reporter, from materials available to the public at the public
safety office.

Check out Jl'rlday a: Saturday NJ&ht Bqftet

Congratulations
to the
Beta Upsi~on
pledgejiass of
Alpha 1ft Omega
{f.,..$,•.•..,.l_~r~.....,.
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LEADERSHIP
OPPORTUNITY
The office of Student Housing Is preparing to hire
Resident Advisors for the Fall Semester.
To find out more about the opportunities, benefits, and
rewards of the RA position, attend one of the Resident
Advisor Information Sessions open to all students.
Monday. Feb. 22, at 10 p.m. In Regents Hln
Tuesday. Feb. 23, at 6 p.m. In Regent Hall
or
Wednesday, Feb. 24, at 8 p.m.
in Hart Hall Coffeehouse
•
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Phones to alter
class schedules
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

Students will soon say good-bye to the long lines and
class closing woes of registration.
In about a year and a half, students can register in
the comfort of their own homes with touch tone
registration.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and registrar, said
Murray State University is seriously looking into
touch tone registration.
The system would allow students the convenience of
registering from any touch tone phone from Chicago to
one on campus.
Students will enter a code and then select desired
options. They would immediately fmd out classes that
were already closed and could instantly adjust their
schedule.
t
"The system will hopefully run at night if students
miss the 4 p.m. limit," Bryan said.
Bryan said be hopes to have at least 32 students
register at one time.
"I want enough so there is no wait," he said.
Once students learn how to use the service, Bryan
estimates the average call will take about five minutes.
"It makes everything easier," Bryan said.
The long lines associated with registration should be
reduced with this new procedure.
The admissions staff will still be set up in the Currie
Center for students 'Yho have a problem with their
schedule.
Bryan said the registration system is the same, but
students will be offered a new way to register.
"We will still have advisers and regular
registration," Bryan said. "Students can still only
register during their time."
Fall freshmen will p;egister during Summer
Orientation. They will be •taught how to use the phone
service at that time. Mriy State will also teturn the
practice of dividing the classifications into different
sections of the alphabet.
Other services MSU is considering to add to the touch
tone system are drop/add and instant statements of
students' bills, financial aid and grades.
"The system is a simple procedure for students to
learn," Bryan said.
The University of Kentucky is the only school in
Kentucky that will implement this service in the fall.

from the

_ MSU will accept bids this spring on the neces!JarY ,
equipment. Until then, Bryan said, the University will
not know the cost of the project.
"To give a Bill Clinton answer, in order to get these
services, we all have to share the costs," Bryon said.
The cost will include a mainframe and software.
"The software allows us to convert to the phone
terminal," he said.

Jnnovations prove interesting

' <J

,Professor finds laser discs better suited to increase students' learning of astronomy
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Wnter

Gone are the days of
filmstrips
and
audio
cassettes. More and more
professors at Murray State
University
are
using
advanced equipment, such as
laser discs, to aid · in
classroom instruction.
Donald Jackson, professor
.of astronomy, uses laser
discs to demonstrate the more
difficult aspects of his
lectures.
Jackson said the College of
~Science purchased the laser
'disc players three years ago
when university funds
carried into the following
, year and purchases of new
equipment could be made.
Jackson said laser discs
have allowed him to show
complicated aspects of
astronomy in an easy
fashion.
"There are complexities to
science which diagrams and
short sequences of video

r

"The real
technical classes
need visual aids to
help people
understand the
content.''
-Mallory McClure

motion do not demonstrate
perfectly," Jackson said.
Like
compact discs,
Jackson said the laser disc
player allows him to move to
any spot on the disc in about
one second.
"Laser discs not only show
sequences, but any frame in
sequence," Jackson said. "I
can emphasize a point and go
directly to the frame."
Jackson said laser discs
cost about about $50 to $1000
depending on the material
and copyright, and players

Ways to save your own life

cost about $700.
Each laser disc contains up
to 50,000 pictures on one side
ofthe disc.
"I think students like it,
but I try not to use it too much
or it bores them," Jackson
said.
Mallory McClure, junior
organizational communications major from Mt.
Vernon, Ill., said Jackson's
use of laser discs was
effective in teaching the
difficult material.
"Overall content was a lot
more
technical
and
advanced as the technology
was concerned," McClure
said.
McClure said Jackson is
the only professor she has
had who uses laser discs in
classroom instruction, but
said they would be beneficial
for other classes which rely
on visual aids.
"The real technical classes
need visual aids to help
people understand the

•---IIIII!•

Although technological advances in medicine have helped peo*.live
Jongar, there may be a time when you have to hetp yours.~lf..,.., .:. :;,,

B& sociable·. helps relieve stress
, ,_• . ,} : .·~ ,. . ':.:·::::"·.>;: ·
Olive skillfUlly" be a defensive driver , :~ . · i/,L, .:'. · : :>:(/::::(:,'
•Follow your family tree· most illnesseS.~.!fw~h genetics
Chill out - release your anger in a ~.~tY.e'way i
• Get physical • lna~lvity can kill you :·.,~·.~ ;,~;: :.' :. ·. ·

•
.•
'•
•

• Eat your vegetables • he_,s lower risk

of·heart disease

• Listen to your doctor
Source: McCALL'S MAGAZINE

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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and Macintosh computers to posters, soft drink cans,
content," she said.
Jesse Hodge, industry and aid students in printing brochures and newsletters.
With the help of modem
technology
equipment management.
technology, Ruggles said
technician,
said
new
"We basically capture printing ' management '
technol~gy allows students to
video
clips from the Apple majors are trained to
witness
dangerous
Ruggles said. "It integrate all functions into
computers,"
environmental problems
allows
you
to synchronize producing printed material.
without being in the
sound
and
video.''
Modern
technology
dangerous situation.
teaching
not
only allows
Ruggles said printing
Hodge, senior engineering
professors
to
present
material
physics major from Marion, management st.udents also
said students can experience use a program called photo more effectively, but also
chemistry explosions on shop in which students helps students to be better
computers without being in retouch and physically prepared for their future jobs.
Kristi
Isbell,
senior
the lab performing the change the appearance of
printing management major
dangerous operations.
photographs.
from Grayville, Ill., said
"The students using it are
Ruggles said laser discs high technology teaching
really enthusiastic," Hodge are used to give the highest methods give her an idea of
said.
video quality possible.
what to expect in "the real
"Graduates need to know world ."
He said computers also
help industry and technology how the process is done,"
"Since I do layout and
students get more attention Ruggles said. "Modern designs, it is extremely
than they otherwise would in technology in universities helpful," Isbell said.
allows graduates to know
a lecture setting.
Isbell said using high
how
to run a computerized
Ron
Ruggles, junior
technology
will help her after
printing management major printing facility."
graduating .in May, because
from Paducah, said the
Students also learn high she
plans
to
print
graphic arts technology technology methods of pharmaceutical cartons for
department uses laser discs printing newspapers, buttons, specific companies.

A SUCE OF LIFE

\;~contraceptive update
Modern medicine has made many advances
in the field of contraception, constantly trying to
find a method that will be Inexpensive, easy-touse and safe.
Among the latest creations are Norplant,
Oepo-Provera, RU 486 and polyurethane
condoms.
Louise Anderson, health educator at Murray
State University Student Health Services, urges
couples to select a method carefully.
Story on page 9

New food labels

Soft drink changes

This spring, shoppers will begin to
see revised labels on food labels, a
result of regulations imposed to help
consumers make healthier choices.
Now, more than half the space on a
can may be covered with nutritional
data, leaving little room for product
identification.
Among the new items the labels will
include are:
•a standardized description ofa serving,
•fat listed in both calories and grams,
•gram-to-calorie calculations,
•how much of one day's recommended
allotment c;>f a nutrient will be provided.

Soda makers have yielded to the
desire to change and two new products
are predicted to hit the market soon.
Coca Cola has created a product
called Coke II, which is supposed to be
a return to the original soft drink.
Pepsi has launched an Innovation
called Crystal Pepsi, which is clear like
7-UP, in both regular and diet.
The Pepsi product uses the same.
formula without the dark syrup. The
taste has remained unchanged.
For anyone wanting to try the new
Pepsi, it can be found in the vending
machines in Faculty Hall.
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Traditional attitudes change· wit h time
installing condom machines
in the dorms.

By KELLY MENSER
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Not long ago, holding
hands while walking down
th e street was considered a
drasti c public display of
affection. Now, at Murray
State University, a co-ed
private dorm allows 24-hour
visitation and the housing
office
is
considering

My, how our attitudes have
changed.
Still, on
issues such
cohabitation,
and faculty
sacrificed
conservative

broader social
as divorce and
not all students
members have
their
more
views.

major from Metropolis, Ill.,
shares this view of marriage.
"I don't really think
divorce should be accepted,"
Yates said . "When you
commit to someone, you stay
committed."
However, with the divorce
rate on the rise, it seems that
not everybody feels this way.
Frank Elwell, chairman of

the department of sociology,
anthropology and social
work , said he believes
industrialization has altered
society's view of divorce.

people are finally free, and
the university isn't acting as
your parents any longer,"
Elwell
said.
"There's
probably a little bit more
experimentation in terms of
lifestyles on a college
campus."
Also, Elwell said students'
belief's may be challenged for
the first time at oollP.ge_

With members of the
younger generation, colleges
and universities are :logical
sites for change, Elwell said.
"This is where young

Computers vital to students

'fiDBITS
Free from radar worry
Radar detection has always been something college
students want to avoid, especially when time is important.
Thanks to Russian technology, Americans may get to drive
cars without fear of radar detection through the use of a new
type of paint.
Russian scientists are experimenting with painting their
automobiles with the stealth coatings designed to protect
Russian high-performance aircraft from radar detection.
With this coating, scientists expect to remain ticket-free.

•

Personal movie theaters
Sony has created a new product called a Visortron which
looks like a pair of wraparound sunglasses, but is actually
two tiny video screens and a miniature videotape player.
According to Sony, a few hours viewing does no harm to the
viewer.

C~llular

Alysia Lovell, junior
secondary education and
math major from Dongola,
m., is one of those students.
"I think living together
takes the meaning out of
mar riage," Lovell said.
"One of the reasons you get
married is so you can live
together forever."
Tim Yates, junior nursing

phones

A wireless phone the size of an eyeglass case is hitting the
market, thanks to a partnership between AT&T.and McCaw
Cellular Communications. The two compames plan to
develop the first nationwide network for personal communications products including car and pocket phones, fax
machines and notebook computers that are all connected by
radio instead of wires.

VCR programming
For those of you who still have a linking clock on their
VCRs, help is on the wp.y b~\l~;t~eoform of VCR Voice
Programmer.
This handy little gadget is a voice·activated remote-control
device that eliminates button pushing almost entirely. Just
talk into the microphone and the machine does all the work.

By DENISE NULL
Reporter

In the l ast 50 year s,
tech nology has dramatically
changed
how
people
communicate, travel and
conduct business.
Although some Murray
State University studen ts
probably do not understand
how a tel evision works,
many
use high
tech
instuments to do t h eir
homework, for entertainment
and to get around town.
Computers, compact discs
and telephones have become
so commonplace to students,
many are looking forward to
the advancements that
technology has right around
the comer.
Amy
Bugg,
sen i or
elementary education major
from Clinton, said computers
are the most important and
useful aspect of technology to
her.
"Computers are important
to me because they make
your work easier and it is
really convenient t o be able
to save work for future use,"
she said.
Also, .B ugg said she hopes
the automobile industry will
continue to improve the
safety options avaliable on
cars.
Beth Herzman, junior

Photo by TIM NOLCOX

Technology has increased the convenlency of handling technical operat ion s In
several fields. Rodney Freed, Instructor and operations manager of MSU TV-11, uses
an advanced sound board to help run the show behind the scenes.

computer information major
from Connecticut, said she
uses her calling card.
"I use my calling card a
Jot when I travel," Herzman
said. "I have three different
accounts and cards."
Mellisa LaForge, senior
music education major from

Caruthersville, Mo ., said
audio technology is very
important to her.
"I listen to COs a lot, "
LaForge said. "I have a CD
player in my car and in my
dorm room."
Chris Rodgers, sophomore
agriculture science major
from
Clinton,
said

technology has been very
useful to his family's dairy
farm.
"We can use a computer to
feed and milk the cows,"
Rodgers said. "This use of
technology makes our work
faster
and
more
economical."

Try a Great New Taste
Micke}" ''D" Value Meal - $3.59

at McDonald's
107N. l2thSt.

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE

February24
Curris Center
Film times:
3:30p.m. - all tickets $1
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

$1.50 with MSU ID
$2.50 without MSU ID

wr.. Visa• you11 be

at

plac4ts, nearty three dmes more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.
Visa. l~s Everywhere You Want To Be!

All times subject to change. Funded by SGA
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Shots, implants among contraceptives
I

By AMY WILSON

~

Campus Ute Ed1tor

If finding the right birth
control method has seemed
like searching for the
imaginary pot of gold at the
end of the rainbow, modern
medicine has made some
advancements that might
make the choice easier.
For
males,
newer
innovative condoms may
help increase the comfort
level, as well as prevent
sexually
transmitted
tiiseases.
The polyurethane condom
is made of thin, flexible,
clear plastic.
"It has not yet been
approved, but it has been
successful in trial studies,"
said Louise Anderson, health
educator and registered
nurse at Murray State
University's Student Health
Services.
"Since some people aTe
allergic to latex, the
polyurethane condom is an
alternative," Anderson said.
"It feels more like lambskin
so it is more comfortable and
also
protects
against
diseases. "
The other type of condom is
the Pleasure Plus, which bas
' recently been approved by the
, Food
and
Drug
Administration.
• Pleasure Plus, which is
latex, has an area of loose' fitting material that can be
. positioned over or near the
glans penis for better
sensation. The rest of the

NOTplant 2, may soon be
available.
Instead
of
injecting six capsules, only
•
two capsules are used and
they
are
more
technologically advanced.
"This makes the injection
and removal processes much
easier," Anderson said.
Another
type
of
contraceptive ia DepoProvera, which has not yet
been approved.
Depo-Provera is given as a
shot to protect against
pregnancy for three months
at a · time. It contains a
synthetic hormone similaT to
progesterone, which helps
Tegulate the monthly
menstTual cycle.
"It will still be cheaper
than Nol'plant and definitely
cheaper
than
having
children," Anderson said.
Anderson said the main
drawback with this method is
Photo lllustration by MEUSSA FARNUM
that if a woman decides to
become pregnant, it may take
Although traditional methods of birth . control, such as condoms and spermlcldee, are a
while to get the
common and easy to locate, new techniques have been developed that may be more contraceptive out of her
reliable In preventing pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases.
system.
condom fits like a regular Kentucky," Anderson said.
According to Newsweele
The most controversial of
condom.
"We haven't really had a magazine, the contTaceptive the new birth control methods
For females, a variety of chance for training."
is expensive, costing about is the French-made RU 486,
options are available,
Norplant consists of six $365 and $200 or more to have which may soon be used as a
including Norplant and matchstick-size capsules it implanted. Then there is contraceptive and as a
Depo-Provera.
suTgically implanted in the an additional $100 or so to possible treatment for breast
Norplant, which was arm that slowly Telease a low have it removed. However, cancer, endiometriosis and
released on the U.S. market dosage of levonorgestrel, the Medicaid covers the expense other reproductive health
in early 1991, supports the same synthetic hormone used in all states.
concerns.
idea that women BTe in several versions of the
"One of the things that
However, it can also be
interested in a simple birth control pill. It is makes
this
method used in terminantion of
method of contraception.
effective for five yeaTS, but dissatisfactory to some pregnancy up to nine weeks'
"We are not using must be removed at that time. women is the irregular duration. Because of this use,
Norplant yet in family
One drawback with the bleeding," Anderson said.
anti-abortionists oppose its
planning clinics in western Norplant system is the cost.
Another form of Norplant, use.

• • • • • • ••• • •
•
• • • • •
• • • • • • • ••

"I have a feeling there will
be a change in the way it will
be looked at because of the
new . administration,"
Anderson said.
As a contraceptive, RU 486
has been found to prevent
ovulation when given for one
to three weeks out of the
month, indicating that it
could be used as an estrogenfree oral contraceptive.
"The reason an estrogenfree contraceptive is good is
because
estrogen
is
associated with heart attacks
and stress," Anderson said.
"Sometimes it is better not to
add more estrogen to a
woman's body."
Other contraceptives that
are still in the developmental
stage include intravaginal
rings, vaccinations, sex
steToids
and
female
condoms . .
When trying to choose the
right birth control method,
couples should consider
several things.
"They need to consider
their long-range reproductive
plans," Anderson said. "The
safest method for a
monogamous couple depends
on how compliant they will
be in following the method
and how responsible they
are.
"People need to practice
healthy
reproductive
activities," she said. "It's
critically important that we
be far-sighted instead of just
thinking about how we feel at
the moment."
,

:Better quality inakes compact disc.s rpopular ...B KELLY MENSER
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', Assls.tant Campus Life Editor
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Disco may be making a
comeback, but the records the
.
Ia d
t
music wasP ye o~ are no .
The days of the etght-track
and LP seem to be gone
fo~ever, at. least for. students.
W1th the mtroductton of the
cassette, compact disc and,
now, laser disc, there is no

turnin back
The popularity of CDs is
g
·
not a mere accident, Bicbon
Of the three, the compact said.
disc is the most popular.
Rather, the advanced
t h 1 g'c 1
p ocess
e c no o 1 a
r
Holly Bichon, assistant required to make a disc
manager of Disc Jockey creates 8 better sounding,
music store in Paducah, said more convenient digital
compact discs are in such recording she said.
demand, a row of tapes in the
'
store has been replaced with
Of course, the technology
the discs.
involved with recording on

students can afford to· e~tend
their stereo capabilities to
their vehicles without some
help.
"Kid .
h
b
s m sc oo1 ave a
budget to live oft' of," Wright
said. "Unless Mom and Dad
In a car, however, Wright want to spring for it, they just
said CDs sound much better can't afford it...
than tapes. But with a basic
car disc player starting at
However, Mark Smith,
$399, Wright said few sophomore environmental

compact discs raises their
price as compared to tapes.
Brenda Wright, manager of
Sunset Boulevard in Murray,
said students are willing to
pay the difference.
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Dly-cleantaa • Altel'atlou
Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
SWlday 9 a.m.-11 p.m.

Bel-Alr Center &.12th St.

759-2570

Factory Discount Shoes

1(atfiy .9l[e~antfer
Tiffany tBratfen
Carrie JfatfteCtf
Mar~a Mitcfie{{
.9lngu Monroe

100 S. 5th St.

Ladies Dress &
Casual Shoes

6

pairs

~29.95

I
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engin.eering major from
Radchft'e, has been able to
buy a CD player for home
and car ~se.
.
He SBld a ma,or advantage
'th th d' . b .
bl to
W1
e lSc JS • emg a e
loc.ate a part1cular song
Q";~c~1Y·
.
.
I~ s more convement With
eas1er accen to a song by
just pressing a button,"
Smith said .

Applications due March 1
for Editor-in-Chief and
Associate Editor.
Applications available in
111 Wilson, 762-4468

University Plaza
1205A Chestnut Street
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TS & ENTERTAINMENT
Classic fairytale comes to llfe on theatre stage
By JAN_ICE M. FULP~--

Beauty and the Beast. the
"tale as old as time" (minus
one dancing teapot, a
barking footstool and a
singing candlestick) equals
a tale of love between a
prince and a would-be
princess that is still sure to
make kids oohl and aahl
Beauty and the Beast, the
classic fairy tale recently
made popular by Walt
Disney, will be presented
next week by Murray State
University s_tudents for
elementary school students
from surrounding states.
Mark
Malinauskas ,
professor- of
speech,
communication and theatre
and
director
of the
production, said he expects
about 7,000 children to attend
the play.
Having
a
children' s
theatre performance is an
annual event on campus and
Malinauskas said the
performances are usually
sold-out as soon as they are
announced.
Malinauskas said he
attributes
the
large
attendance numbers to the 1
"paucity of good children's
theatre in our area."
The script for this version.
of Beauty and the Beast is a
combination of the original Monsieur Vachel, p or t rayed b y David
French story, La Belle et la Shelto n, junior theatre m aj o r f rom
Be t e ,
and the more Rockport, Ind., consoles his d aughter
contemporary
Disney Beauty, played by Kim Miller,
version of the story. It was
theatre
major
fro m
written by Becky Reynolds, so p h o more
Louisville,
during
rehearsals
f or
guest artist in the department
Beauty
and
the
Beast.
The
play
Is
a
of speid.:l, commUllication,
presentation of the Murray State
and theatre.
Malinauskas, as well as University theatre department and i s
by
Mark
Mallnauska s .
cast members, said they do directed
suspect the children will be Performances are scheduled for
expecting talking teacups, but Monday through Wednesday at 9:30
they are certain their own a.m. and 12:30 p .m . In the Robert E.
version will be very Johnson Theatre.
entertaining.
"I think they have creative worrying a bout childrens' children."
expectations.
imaginations,''
Auditions were open for
"A
challenge
is Beauty and the Beast, but
Malinauskas said.
Some of the characters in overdramatizing so kids can many cast members came
Beauty and the Beast were . pick up on emotions," she from the creative dramatics
said.
double-cast.
course.
Other members of the cast
Kim Miller, sophomore
Rebecca
Hentges,
theatre
major
from said they are glad to be freshman theatre major from
Louisville who was cast as playing such legendary Sunnyvale, Calif., is one of
one of the Beauties, said she characters.
Todd
Myron
Hall, those students.
thinks the children will
Hentges plays the role of
enjoy the show even though sophomore theatre major
one
of Beauty's two sisters,
there is no Gaston character from Providence, has been
Cissy. She said the two
or music.
cast as one of the Beasts.
Hall said he remembers sisters are clones.
"There is an excellent
"They are very vain and
script and we have some real being told this story as a
selfish
,"
she
said .
nice costumes and sets," child and is proud to have
been cast as the Beast.
"Everything about us is fake
Miller said.
"Everyone loves the Beast," including wigs and fake
Miller said this show has
presented other challenges to Hall said, "and one of the eyelashes."
her as an actress, besides most responsive audiences is
Hentges' role is also ona

Photos by TIM NOLCOX
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BEAST

Murray State University
will host its first Opera
Workshop Festival today in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
At
7
p.m . , several
performances
will
be
presented in the Robert E.
Johnson Theaterand will be
open to the general public.
Randall Black, assistant
professor of music, said that

the workshop itself is geared
toward music majors.
"We have a very vital
workshop here, but this one
will provide students with
something more than the
average opera workshop,"
Black said.
Black also works with the
Opera of Central Kentucky
and said that they are
bringing their company to
Murray to listen to auditions.

which wes double-cast.
Hentges said this will be
helpful to the actors, since the
show will run twice a day.
"Double -casting helps
relieve stress," she said.
Since the target-audience
for this show is children,
performances were scheduled
for the middle of the day,
when classes are taking
place.
However, Malinauskas
said
the
University
community is still welcome
to attend the shows.
Beauty and the Beast will
be presented at 9:30 a .m. and
12:30 p.m. on Feb. 22, 23 and
24. in Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is $1.

The concert will include
performances from the
Middle Tennessee Opera
Workshop, the Murray State
Opera Workshop ,
the
Milikin University Opera
Workshop and the Southern
Theological
Another part of the festival Baptist
includes a stage movement Seminary.
"This workshop is an
workshop, headed by Mozelle
Clark Sherman, professor of attempt. to give our students
church music at Southern the best possible educational
Baptist
Theological experience while at Murray
State," Black said.
Seminary in Louisville.

Part of the workshop will
include a singer's roundtable that will give students a
chance to hear singers give
advice on career choices in
music .

; ;aeiManla
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Oprah Winfrey's interview with Michael ~ackson ranked in the
top five most-watched programs, exclud1ng the Super Bowls.
Here are the rankings:

Roots - part 8, ABC · 1977
Michael Jacl<son talks to Oprah,
ABC -1993

The Day Alter, ABC· 1983

081/as (Who Shot JR?),
CBS · 1G80

M•A·s·w final,

CBS · 1983

Source: USA TODAY

JG

s·

JH

.. households
in millions

s·
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That's

Mu rray only needs one
thing to organize a premier
music festival - hope.
Mark Malkovich, director
of the Newport Mu sic
Festival, said the area
already has one of the other
necessary ingredien ts, which
is a great love for music.
"I hope that ther e is
someone in this audience
who is foolish enough to love
music as much as I do," he
said. "Bu t the only problem
is that many times the thing
that
gives
you
soul
satisfaction also gives you
sole satisfaction."
Malkovich's great love for
music has drasti cally
changed his life.
"I am the only son of an
Midwestern
immigrant
sharecropper." he •said. ''And
as the only son, I was not
encouraged to go into the
arts, so we became doctors
and lawyers and chemists."
Malkovich, however later
decided that his passion for
music outweighed his career
in chemistry.
"I was also interested in
music and had so many
musician friends and people
knew that I loved music so
much, that they asked me to
take over the festival," be
said.
When offered the job, he
turned down the offer of a
paycheck.
"If I had been a failure,
they'd say 'Well he isn't
paid anyway' and if I
succeeded, I'd be a hero," he
said.
One of the hardest parts
organizing the yearly
festival is finding funding,

or

Opera worksho p targets· majors
Reporter

By KRISTIE HELMS
Editor in Chief

Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

By ANN MARIE SMEDLEY

Music is key to
speaker's career

!n~e:;~~ent

Murray State University's Student Government Association is sponsoring a talent show at
7 p.m. Thursday in the Stables.
The winner will receive a $100 prize and will
perform during the Miss MSU pageant. The
runner-up will receive $50 and third place will
receive $25.
A sign-up sheet is located in the SGA office in
the Curris Center. For more information, contact Catherine Schwier at 762-6951 .

MARK MALKOVICH
Guest lecturer

Malkovich said.
"We have a budget of
$750,000 and a large chunk of
that comes from Yamaha,"
he said. "They pay for
advertising, pianos, tuners,
promotions and a lot of other
things."
In order to operate, the
fest ival must raise $600,000
each year to pay for the
artists, production and
annual overhead. This
money comes from box office
receipts and private and
corporation gifts, he said.
Malkovich, who spends
much time traveling the
country
auditioning
performers for the festival,
said artists have to be more
than just musicians.
"Somebody can be 100
per cent musician but if
they're not 100 percent
human too, then they've lost
it," he said. "As a musician
you have to wOi&..
~-'o
many different peoj)le, and"if
you can't do it, then you can't
be a musician."

High school band
students to compete
By MEUSSA FARNUM
Reporter

The 45th Quad-State Senior High Band festival is
coming to Murray Feb. 25-27.
Dennis Johnson, assistant professor of music, said
students from 60 high schools will participate in the
festival.
Johnson said the participants are nominated by their
band directors. About 400 students will form the three
bands that will perform in the concert at 2 p.m. Feb. 27
in Lovett Auditorium.
He said 600 to 700 students were nominated. From those
nominated a group from Murray selected the participants
with seniors receiving preference over underclassmen.
Johnson said when the students arrive at Murray
auditions will be held to decide in which band they will
play. Clinics and rehearsals will be held to help the
students prepare for the concert.
The bands will be directed by. guest conductors Mark
D. Camphouse, Bruce Moss and Christopher D. Hayes.
Camphouse, associate professor of music and director
of instrumental ensembles at Radford University, will
conduct the symphonic band. He also served as associate
director of the Virginia Governor 's School for the Arts.
Moss, director of bands at Eastern Illinois University,
will conduct the Gold band.
Hayes, assistant director of bands at Murray State
University, will be in charge of the Blue band. Hayes is
an active trombone player in the community and at the
University.
Hayes said that it is a great honor to have been chosen.
The soloist of the year is Brandon R. Ghaney from
Henderson County High School.
A special concert will be given Feb. 27 by the Murray
State Wind Ensemble. The concert will also feature
guest soloist Dale Underwood.

TV show gets award

Local storytellers

"Campus Friends," a weekly Murray
State University talk show, won three
awards in a marketing competition
sponso red by the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE).
The show focuses on topics such as
Kentucky's educational reform, New
Madrid Fault earthquake preparation,
funding for higher education, Freedom
Fest, small business development and
other community interests.
The program was first aired locally on
July 26 with the help of Sam Parker,
owner of WSJP and WBLN.

Murray's National Scouting Museum
has been a base for professional
storytelling since it opened In 1986. '
The "Spinners," a Kentucky-based :
story-telling troupe, are ambassadors
for the National Scouting Museum and •
West Kentucky Lakes Region.
The "Spinners• travel extensively
spreading the traditional American folk
art form and give daily storytelling
performances at the Museum from
March until December.
This summer, "Spinners" will offer its
first Storytelling Camp at Murray State
University.
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Performing Artist s collaborate
The Murray State University Dance Theatre Company
and the Percussion Ensemble have been working with
visiting lecturer and music education graduate student
from Western Kenya, George Mwiruki, in preparation
for an upcoming performance.
The performance, which is in celebration of Black
History Month, will be based on Mwiruki's African
mu~ical piece titled Amasabu.
The Dance Company will be displaying African
movements and learning words to the song, while the
Percussion Ensemble will create African rhythms using
live percussion.
The infonnal lecture demonstration will take place at
3 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 25 in the dance studio which is
located at the back of Lovett Auditorium. Admission is
free.

CHRIS THOMPSON'S

WORLD GONE MAD

Writer will read new •Trial•
Geor ge Cuomo, writer, will give a reading from his
new novel, Trial by Water, at 7:30 p.m., Thursday, Feb.
25 in the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery, which is located on
the fourth floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Cuomo, a Bronx native, bas also written a book of
poetry,· a collection of short stories and seven novels.
Hi.s work has been published in several magazines,
including The Saturday Evening Post and The Nation .

Week in Preview
• Cinema International. Gaslight, a 1944 American film, will~
shown at 7:30p.m. tonight at the Curris Center Theatre. Admission Is
free.
• Cinem a International. Grap9s of Wrath will be shown at 7:30
p.m., Thursday, Feb, 25 at the Currls Center Theatre. Admission Is
free.
• UCB Movi e. Highlander will be shown at 3:30, 7 and 9 p.m.,
Wednesday, Feb. 24 at the Currl8 Center Theatre. Admission Is $1 for
matinee and $1 .50 tor evening showings for students with an MSU 10
• Faculty Recital. Tom Vanarsdel, assistant professor of music,
will present a percussion recital at 8 p.m., Tuesday, Feb. 23ln Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Ane Arts Center. Admission Is free.
• S tudent Recital. Kathleen Tayloe will present her senior voice
recital at 2 p.m., Sunday, Feb. 21 In Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Ana Arts Center. Admission is free.
• Theatre Production . Murray State University Theatre will
present Beauty and the Beast. the play, at 9:30a.m. and 12:30 p.m.,
Feb. 22, 23 and 241n the Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Admission Is $1.
Call762-4421 or 762·3167 for tickets.
• Ph otography Exhibit. A collection of photography titled
· a lack Women: Achievements Against the Odds" will be on display
until Feb. 281n the lobby of the Waterfield Ubrary.
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Long live the king
Murray's men's team may be dethroned as OVC king, but all is not lost
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

The script was written, but
somebody forgot to tell the Murray
State Racers they were in it.
The movie was called Return of
the Living Dead and Eastern
Kentucky University and Morehead State University were the
stars.
The Racers went into Death
Valley (the Richmond/ Morehead
swing) tied for the lead in the Ohio
Valley: Conference, while Eastern
was reeling in an off season and
Morehead was trying to stay out of
the cellar.
The Racers came out of the
Valley second in the conference
and looking at its first year in five
without a title.
"We've got our backs against the
wall," said Scott Edgar, head coach
of men's basketball. "It's a
situation that we're not familiar
with."
Murray trails Tennessee State
University by. two games with four
games left in the regular season.
Edgar said he knows his team will

need help to get back into the hunt
for the title.
And he may get it.
Tennesse State played its last
game at home Thursday night
against Tennessee Tech University, the conference's third place
team. Saturday they play Southeast
Missouri State University, a team
which has lost only one game at
home in the past two years. Then
they come into Racer Arena
Monday.
It is a schedule which Edgar said
he hopes will put Murray back into
the thick the title hunt.
''For them to get ahead of us they
needed some breaks," he said.
''They got the breaks. Now we need
some breaks."
Statistically, home teams have
had the advantage, winning 85
percent of the games in the OVC.
That could play into Murray's
favor.
But even if Tennesaee State wins
against SEMO and Murray is
mathematically out of contention
for the title, Edgar said he wants
, Monday night's game to be the

season for the Racers.
"I want that to be the
championship game," he said.

Title definition
What does the regular season title
mean, though?
Last year, when the OVC moved
the conference tournament to
Lexington, a neutral site, they took
away the homecourt advantage the
conference winner enjoyed in
previous years.
Now the conference winner only
gets a bye in the tournament and
the tournament winner gets the bid
to the NCAA Championships.
Edgar said today all the title
means is prestige and that is what
the Racers are fighting for right
now.
"It is a sense of accomplishment," he said.
However, that bye in the first
round could be a tremendous
advantage in a tournament that has
such high emotional involvment
and demands a lot out of the
players physically.

Edgar said it has been a while
since any team in the OVC b.aa won
three games in a row to take the
tournament crown.
"Come tournament time, spots
mean everything, n he said.
Fortunately for the Racers, the
second seed could be worth as much
as the second seed.
Although there are nine teams in
the conference, SEMO and the
University of Tennessee-Martin
are on NCAA probation for the next
several years, as they make the
transition from Division 2 to
Division 1.
Middle
Tennessee
State
University is also on the list for
violating recruiting regulations.
That leaves two teams with a bye
in the first round this year.
"One and two are going to be
looked at in the same way this
year," Edgar said.

Finishing the plan
To get to that spot, though, Murray
has to finish the season in the

number one or two spot. That could
be tough with games against Austin
Peay State University (a seasonal
arch-rival), Tennessee State,
Tennessee Tech at Cookeville,
Tenn .
and
MTSU
at
Murphreesboro, Tenn.
"The worst thing to do is panic,"
Edgar said of his team's reaction to
the two recent losses.
Edgar said the season lies in four
phases. Currently the team is in the
second phase, which he said his
team is programmed to finish
strong.
But getting past the noncontenders, like the Governors and
the Blue Raiders, is a must to
showing well in the conference
tournament.
'
"Peay is a must game," he said. '
"Someone who is not a contender
can beat us."
While Murray's regular season
is not over, he said the fat lady is
starting to sing and that his guys
need to start hearing the music.
"I think we are a good team and •
we slipped to mediocre," he said.

AGRs shut down Sig Eps
with second half defense
By JEFF DREWS
StatfWrhf

Photo by JUO COOK

A DIFFERENT TYPE OF HORSES
Don Grant's "Rags to Riches"', from Greenwood, Ind.,
was one of many monster trucks to invade the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center Friday

and Saturday. The event featured customized trucks
and other vehicles from seven atatea.

The ugly just got uglier
when Sigma Phi Epsilon
faced off against Alpha
Gamma Rho Wednesday
night in Racer .Arena. Both
teams got off to a sluggish
start which made for a low
scoring first half.
The AGRa threw the ball
away effortlessly. The Sig
Eps returned the favor. Both
teams combined for 15
turnovers in the half.
To compound problems for
the Sig Epa, they committed
some
fouls
and
got
themselves into trouble early.
The Big Epa held the AGRs'
offense to just five field goals
on .357 shooting percentage
and the AGRs held the Sig
Epa to .388 shooting.
Poor shot selection and
movement by both teams
caused the low field goal
percentages.
At halftime the score was
17-14 in favor of the AGRs.
In the second half, the
AGRs regrouped and crushed
what hopes of a victory the
Sig Eps may have had.
Not only did the AGR
offense pick up, but the
defense came to life,
snuffing out the Sig Eps'
offense and holding them to
two field goals in nine
minutes of play. This
allowed the AGRs win
easily, 48-29.

Stringers fall

Third-ranked rifle team loses sectional to Tech
..By_.JEFF DREWS
Staff Writer

The third-ranked MSU
rifle team hosted the NCAA
qualifier Sunday and
attempted to shoot its way
back into the NCAA
tournament. Instead they
may have shot themselves in
the foot with a less than
dazzling
performance,
letting Tennessee Tech

University escape with the
best overall score.
Several shooters believe
pressure and nerves caused
them to have a bad day.
"It's all concentration. n
said Angie Ames, sophmore
from Paducah.
Ames said the nervousness
builds up when a shooter
concentrates too much.

Fickle Fans _ _ _ _ _ _ __
In the past thirty years, the popularity of certain sports has shifted.
Here is a comparison of the percentage of viewers:

Because this was the NCAA
qualifier and not a regular
shoulder-to-shoulder match,
Ames said she believes that
added more pressure.
"If you don't win a regular
match, your not penalized,"
Ames said. "In the qualifier,
if a squad has a bad
performance, they may not
make the cut, which is eight

The Retreads came from
behind to steal a victory from
the Second Strings.
teams from 57 schools."
The Second Strings opened
Coach Elvis Green said he
the
contest with a three-point
tries to keep as much
pressure oft' the shooters as he field goal and managed to
can, but the shooters put a lot connect on four of their next
seven shots.
of pressure on themselves.
Early turnovers delayed
However, Green said the the Retreads from getting
team shot a good air gun into their offense.
score, which he thought would
But the Stringers would not
qualify them for the NCAA see a Retread rally forming
until it was too late.
tournament.

0-T-~-.-n-~-:-!-n-~-~-~-.-:-T-e_-.
For international students comming to Murray
State the transition can often be difficult, but not
as difficult as having to learn to play an outside
game indoors.
Several international students have overcome
the transition and have formed an indoor soccer
team.
United Nations (U.N.} will defend its perfect
4·0 record Sunday night against the Shepards,
who are 3-0-1, for the league championship.
Story on page 13

Although Jarrod Bllllng•ly
(1 0) had control, It wa•
anyone's ball Tuesday
when the Loudmouths defeated Prlmetlme, 56·52.
The see-saw battle came to
an end when the Second
String offense, trying to pull
out a clutch field goal, was
called for an offensive foul
with 10 seconds remaining.
The Retreads would go on
to escape with a 48-46 victory.
In other Wednesday night
action:
•undefeated Hit and Run
got a Scare from the Dille,
but managed a slim 60-58
win. Rodney Phillips had 15
points for the victorious
Runners, while John Beyer
had 16 for the Dills.
IITameCats defeated Large
in Charge, 28-25.

Racer of the Week
Jennifer Parker, a five-foot-six junior
guard from Murray, has been named
RaceroftheWeel(by The Murray State
News.
•
Parker scored a total of63 points this
week against Eastern Kentucky
University (31) and Morehead State
University (32).
This week's scoring has moved
Parker into the top 10 career points at
Murray State.
Parker is averaging 21 points per
game,secondinOVC, andshooting84
percent from the free throw line to place
her first in the OVC.
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Free throws mean more
By ANGELA SCHADE
Reporter

For reasons beyond skill
development, free throws are
no longer free.
Adding excitement to a
game, free throws have
become an integral part of a
competition. That is, if the
player can make the shot.
Kelly Breazeale, bead
coach of the women's
basketball team, said players
have to put the ball in the
goa) for the shot to be a
freebie.
"I get mad at myself for
missing because it was a free
shot," said Mechelle Shelton,
a senior center from Albany.
"I play harder to try to get the
point back."
But there is more to the free
throw than just getting the
uncontested shot.
Scott
Edgar,
men's
basketball coach,
and
Breazeale said free throw
shooting ~s an important part
of a basketball game.

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Small game hunt nears end

Straight Shooting - - - - •

The 1992·93 rabbit and quail bunting seasons in the
western . two-thirds of Kentucky will close after Feb. 21.
Grouse season in those counties open for bunting will end
after Feb. 28. Zone B includes all but 36 counties in eastern
and southeastern Kentucky, where most seasons concluded
Jan. 31.
Information on the 19~3 spring wild turkey season is now
available at county clerk offices, or from the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, 11?1 Game Farm
Road, Franfort, KY 40601; phone (502) 564-4336 weekdays
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Eastern.

While basketball teams have become more athletic, hitting free
, throws are no longer a given. Nationally, teams are shooting their
worst from the free throw line, 66.78 percent, since 1958.
. :· ·
Murray State's men's team........67.7%
Murray State'a women's tearn••..64.2%
The best men's Division 1 free throw shooting team:
Indiana State., ...... .-....................78.4%
;·~

Source: USA TODAY and OVC

When a player is at the
foul line, he can organize his
defense better, Edgar said.
"It is a crucial aspect of the
game, as well as an
individual part," Breazeale
said.
If a team is losing, it is
more likely to foul an
opponent in order to lengthen
the game, Edgar said.
Free throws cannot win a
game, unless it is a close
game, Breazeale said.
"Free throws are very
important," said Jennifer
Parker, a junior guard from
Murray. "You can win or

Graphic by JAMES LOCKWOOD

lose a game."
"It is very important to
shoot well from the free throw
line," said Marcus Brown, a
freshmen guard from West
Memphis, Ark. "Opponents
get disappointed because they
know you'll hit your shots."
When a player misses a
clutch free throw shot, the
player has to keep the guilt
off. The players are hard on
themselves, Breazeale said.
"It hurts. It affects you, but
not the way you play in your
next game," said Frank
Allen, a senior guard from
Memphis, Tenn.

Scramble scheduled at OVC
The Ohio Valley Conference Tournament Committee will
sponsor the OVC Tourney Golf Scramble at the Connemara
Golf Glub in Lexington 9:30 Saturday morning, March 6.
Each team must be comprised of four members with a $26
entry fee per player. The entry fee includes greens fees, carts,
prizes, food and drinks.
For more information contact Jim Lankster (606) 231·5046.

Racers win again
Free throws can be a game
of nerves for a player.

Foreign students tackle soccer inside
By KELLY MENSER
A8slstant Cllf'I1)Us Life Editor

For some international students at
Murray State University, soccer is a
familiar sport. Still, something is not
quite the same·.
Could it be because it is played
indoors?
With no grass to sink their cleats
into .and
. no out-of-bounds lines the
transition can be difficult.
However, several international
stUdents have overcome the differences
to form United Nations (U.N.), an
intramur81 indoor soccer team.
The team will defend its perfect 4-0
record Stmday night in a battle for the
league championship against the
Shepherds, who stand in second place
with a 3-0-1 record.
Patrick McGarrity, graduate student
in history from Belfast, Northern Ireland, plays with the team and also
serves NJ a "coach" of sorts.
•1 uae;;.that word loosely," McGarrity

.

hopes to play in the last two games this
season. He said be also sees a
difference in the style of play.
"They (American teams) play the
man instead of the ball," Cornelius
said.
Although this does not always provide
the most pleasant playing atmosphere,
he said it can help the international
team.
"We are a level above these guys
here. We play really together,"
Cornelius said.
U.N. teammate Jose Chaverri
attributes the team's success to the
prominence given soccer in countries
outside the United States. He said
American players try to compensate for
their lack of experience with increased
competitiveness.
"They think they're playing
football," Chaverri said.
Chaverri said he thinks American
soccer is slowly improving.
"It's getting better," he said. "It's not
there. bu.t it will be eventually."

said. 'We needed someone to sign the
roster and I was there."
McGarrity said the students knew
each other through the International
Student Organization before becoming
a team last year. So, even with many
nations and cultures represented,
teamwork is not a problem for U.N.
"We never seem to have that
problem," he said. 'We always seem to
play well."
McGarrity said the players work
together instead of trying to show their
· in-dividual talents. They also play for
fun rather than to win, a concept he
said he believes other teams do not
share.
"There's a lot of competitiveness out
there," he said. "I'm somewhat concerned sometimes.
"American guys play rougher. They
tend to challenge more. But we're not
out to break someone'& legs."
Vinc:ent Cornelius, soph-omore
fmance major from Antigua, played
with the team last semester..and said he

0~

Murray State finished first in four events at the Saluki In·
door Track Invitational held Saturday at Carbondale.
Stevon Roberts finished with a time of 1:56.16 to win the
men's 800-meter dash and joined Glen Wolcott, Terry
Harewood, and Trevor Hamilton to win the 4 x 400-meter
relay with a season best time of 3:17.69.
Other first place finishers were Heather Samuel, who ran a
7.05 in the women's 55-meter dash, and Felicia Upton, who
ran a 1:35.76 in the women's 600-meter run.
Indiana State scored 138 points to win the men's division
and Florida State was second with 121. Southern Illinois
tallied 114 points, Southern Mississippi 86, Murray State'71
and Vanderbilt 10.
ISU scored 70 points to win the women's division, followed
by FSU and SIU (each with 69 points), MSU 25 and Southern
Mississippi 13.

Week In Preview
• Indoor track. Sou them lllfnols TAC, Carbondale, Ill., Saturday, 8
a.m.
• Men's Tennis. a ~ Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.,
Saturday.
• Women's basketball. Austin Peay State University at Racer Arena,
Saturday, 1:30 p.m.
• Men's basketball. Austin Peay State University at Racer Arena,
Saturday, 4 p.m.
• Women's basketball. Tennessee State University at Racer Arena,
Monday, 5:15p.m.
• Men's basketball. Tennessee State University at Racer Arena,
Monday, 7:30 p.m.
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JUST ARRIVED IN TIME FOR SPRING BREAK ·
ALL NE\V STYLES OF NIKE AND REEBOK SHOES.
Select From These Famous Name Brands:

Nike
Reebok
Converse

New Balance
Tretorn
Asics

Diadora
Head
K-Swiss

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

''EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE''
Open: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
1203 Chestnut St.
753-8844
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SCOREBOARD
--Women's Basketball - -

- - - Men's Basketball
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Raul,. of Saturd4y'• /lamt
Jlarroq &We Ualvalie,
BMtero Jr-taciQr Ualt&elb
b

at

- - - - Equestrian

JlcBro~r A1'C1I4.

•
•

rl'd+e' ,.,..

II8U. :U..75 (.320), 8-23 (.348), 26-28 (.929); Teape G-6, 0.0, 0.0, 0; Gumm 3-15, 16, 9-9,16; Brown 2-S, 0-1, 0.0, 4; Wibon 1·2, 0.0, ~. 2; Boanl.f-11, O.O,l~l1,18;
Claman 6-16, 1-4, 4-4, 16; Allen 8-21, 6-18, 8-4., 26; Jamee 1-8, 0.0, 0.0, 2.
JiZU - 29-49(.692), 3-6 (.600), 87-49 (.766);Allen 9-18, 1·2, 1~12, 29; :0..1-2, 0.0,
0-1, 2; Bolmee 3-6, ~. 1-8, 7; Brown 3-6, 0.0, l ..S, 17; .Jolmacm 6-7, 0.0, 84, 18;
KiDder ~1. 0.0, 0.0, 0; JUaard 0.0, 0.0, ~2, 0; Di'riDe 3-8, 2-2, 1~10, 18; Brown
~1. 0.0, ~2, 0; CritteDdeD 4-8, 0.0, .f-4., 12; a...,. ~1. 0.0, 0.0, 0.
JIALI"''DDIB- EKU 40. M8U 81.
A88I8T8 - MSU 9, CaDDGD a, ADen 2, 0umm 2, Si'lill8 1, Wl18oll1.
BKU 18, Allen S, Dou S, .Joluulon 8, Brown 8, DiviDe 2, Critteadm 1, Brown 1.
BDOUNDS • MSU 38, Gumm 9, Board 8, Cumon 6, Wilson 4, Brown 4,
T..,ue S, .Jamee 2, Allen 1, Team 2.
BKU 40, Bo1mee 9, CriUeDden 8, ADa 6, Brown 6, Jo1mlon 4, I>itiM 2, Brown
2, K!Dda-1, Magard 1, Team 1.
TOTAL li'OULS • M8U 29, Oumon 5, Board l5, Teague 4., Gumm 4., .Jam• 4,
Allen S, Brown 8, Buuell1.
JiZU 21, Alla 4, Dou .f., .Jolmaon .f., Brown 3, Brown 3, Crittaden 2, Clq 1.

lw'tdn' ,_,_
II8U 40-81 (.4.H), 6-16 (.375), 16-20 (.800); Pllrka' li-22, U, 5-8, 81; PMnaa. +&,
0.0, 2-2, 6,10; Cad1Nll3-9, 1-3, 2--2, 9; 8De116-8, ~1, 0.0,12; GaWmon 14, ~1, 0.0,
2; 8he1kiD 6-10,8-6.4-6, 17; Bebenr 3-7, 0.0, 2--2, 8; 8UitoD 5-8, 0.0, 0.0,10; ~
~1, 0.0, 0.0, 0; t .,.w.-1-3, 0-0, 1-2, 8.
am 29-77 (.377), 7-16 (.438), ..Q.a (.827); Z1Wn u , 1-1, 7-8, 18; 'nMimM 4-18, ~
0, 7-9, 16; OoocliD 8-13, 0.0, 7-8, 18; lll.l;ya 8-li, 2-45, 7-8, 215; Roberta 6-13, +9, 5-45,
19; n.m.e ~2, ~o. 2-2, 2; Bardeety ~1. o.o, 1-2, t; Ma.1fleld o-a, ~~. o.o, o;
MdnWb 5-10, 0.0, 7-8,17.
:a.u..rJDm- EB1148, II8U .a.
AB8I8'l'8 -IISU 20, P.m. 7, CllilhNI16, 8D8D 4, 8be1t.aD 1, PMna~L1,
8helioD 1.
BKU 20, J4a1e 10, 'nlomu 4, Roberti 8, ~ 2, IWdelty 1.
BBBOUNDS - 1IIBU 4.7, 8Mll10, SbeltoD 7, PNI'IIOil 6, 8lWtcm 6, Pubr 6,
Clldw.U 4, Baberw 4, t.-'ltlr 4, Oelliman 1.
BKU 51, 'Dulalu 16, GoodlD 18, Mctuto.h 7, Zylatra 6, Bobena S, ~ 8,
llardelt7 1, Da-rie 1, Ma1a 1. .
TOTAL J'OUIB - IIBU 88, 8be1t.on 5, BbeltoD 6, S...U 6, X....ter 5, Clldw.U 4,
ParkerS, Pe&DOD 2, ,,...._ 2, Baberw 2.
BKU 21, TbGm.u 5, U..,. 4, GoodiD S, Mclmolb 8, lMfl.l S, Roberia 2,
Zylatra 1.

Ruul,. of Jloruloy'• 6tiiiW played at .Jolauolt Alwna.

..

~SWetwvalllty

•

.........u...... ,

'ndM. .' '.......

IIBU..S0,.72 (.417), 4-17 (.285), 14-20 (.700); T..,ue 0-2, 0.0, 2--2, 2; Oumm 4-16, 1-8,
5-45, 14; Bl'OWD 6-9, 1-4., 4-6, 15; Wilacm 1-6, 0.0, 0.0, 2; Boeld 7·11, 0.0, 0.0, 14;
Ban.y 1-8, 0.0, 0.0, 2; CeDDOD 8-14, 2-7, 1-3, 19; Bawell2-6, ~1. 2-2, 6; Alla 1-4.,
~1. 0.0, 2; Waldm 1·2, ~1. ~2, 2.
Mo-31-64 (•.U), 6-16 (.375), 12-22 (.646); W'illiama 7·18, 2-2, 1-2,17; Cline 4-6, 1·
2, 2--2, 11; BiJ'lton 4-11, 1-6, 6-9, M; wen. a.u, 1-2, o.o, 7; FraJtee 1-1, o.o, o.o, 2;
BralmeD 3-7, 14, 1-2, 8; BIDb 9-15, ~~. 8-7, 21.
~-M044.,MSU85.

A8818T8 • MBU 18. WU~en 5, Oamm 8, Brown 8, Btl8oHll 8, CaDDOD 1,
Teac-1.
JIO 20, CliDa 7, Ben1:l 8, W.U. 8, Williama S, Hylton 2, BraJmm 2.
REBOUNDS - MSU 41, Wilson 9, Buaeell 15, Gumm 15, Bailey 5, Cumon 4,
Board 4, Te.,ae 2, Brown 2, .Tamee 1, Walden 1, Team 3.
110 42, W'illiama 9, Beots 8, Hyl&cm 7, Wella 6, BraDDen 6, Cline 1, Team 5.
TOTAL J'OUL8 • M8U 21, Brown 4., Wileoo. 4, Gumm 8, Walden 8,
Board 2, C8DDOD 2, Jamee 1, Bauelll, Teague 1.
110 19, Bnumen 5, WDlatma 4, Wella 4, C1iDe 2, Hylton 2, ~ 1, Bents 1.

- - - - Men's Tennis----

rn.q
I

,....,

Babarw1.

110 14, Euctiah 7, JopliD 8, 8pab 2, PriDce 1, Ecla 1.
BBBOUNDS -11811 44., PMI'IMID 8, 8Mll 7, SbeltoD 7, Pubr 6, llabenr 5,
Shelton 5, .Lustater 2, Cadwell 1, Teem 8.
110 49, Smith 17, J!:DsU8h 10, Eda 9, JopUD 8, 8pab 2, Bapler 2, Tum 6. ·
TOTAL J'OUIB - MSU 81, 8Dell 5, Cadwell 4, Paka- 4., Sbelt.cm 4., llablnr 4,
8be1ioD 4, Peanon 8, LuAtter 2, ~ 1.
MO 23, Hupfer 6, 8pab 4, JopliD 4., EDcUah 8, Smith 3, Eden 2, Glover 1,
Prince 1.
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Wrt¥ cW Bloft
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YalaWCiaclef. Maarw
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1. Liaa Boyan
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2. Marl Little
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1. Manba Bou
2. Busy wu.cm
3. .Janifer Stewart
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6. Upton

251i8

1.:36.78
llG.18

8. Powell

1:39.29

5:12.91
6:2U6

8 . .French

6.00.158

8. Moeby

M.78 ~

3. Harewood

~.78

• . . . . . . . . . . .Baa
1, Up&c
5, BeJpncm
WOIIMil'e lillie Baa
2. Bume&t
.
9. Sa'ftley

150.'12

~.9&
~16

~

3:17.89

. ... &bot. .
6. Cbon:h
...... 1llile Baa
1.&,
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24B1

1. MSU

c.w

50'1o.oo·
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llea'•8,toelil8ta' Baa
2. Berrigar

. . . . . . . . Jawp

2. Barripr
M.D'eLonc .Jawp
2. Barber
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2, 1

----Indoor Track __.....__

1. Roberta

7-6, (7-3), 6-3
6-3,8-4
N,N
6-4, 6-3
1~6-1, 7-6
4-6,6-3,6-4

2, 4

6

1
3. Rouna Gill
4
.&, Tou Yatee
2
5. Kr:lata Newell
8
6. Karol Wolft
5
'Bectnn'p«Walk:1'tot=Ptpte:
1. RoDDa ow
1
2. Lisa Boyera
4, 2
a Beth Uelamann
1
<l JemUfer Stewart; •
2

1
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5

1. Shaley Baird
2. Karol Wolft'

6, 3

8

1. Kathi Henderson

Mnnow'WtJk................

s

2. lbnha Bou

1

1. M'Uihel Bly
2. Meliua Wilaon
3. Mari Little
<&. Dena ~en
5. Kate Umeea
6. Katey Malonie
7. Kristen Mackenzie

5

fst g

2.1
3, 2
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,..
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1
6, 1

1. Karol Wo1ft'
2. MeU..a Wllaon
a Kriata Newell

...

1. Marl Little
2. Kat.hi Bendenon
3. Kate Urneea

4.,1
2
2
4

2. Chrilty Aah
a Tammy NuUW.
"' Dena~-Mt rniQ
1. Bouna Gill
2. Beth Uelaman
a MeU..a WUaon

................

7~(8);6-3

Mc:OafiiD-P'IuaDtd.t ...............

Pnm"MO

'r:iffaD7

liD:illl

7. French
..............DMh
7. 8cb.Yck
..............Dwlb
8. Welcott
. . . . . . . . . . .Baa
. _.. .:~

6-4,U,U
1~6-1, 7-6
6-4,6-3
&.a.6-2
6-8.6-4

......

&1,6-1
&.a.7-6
6:2,&0
7-6, (8); 6-1
&0,6-3
7-6, (3); 6-1

L
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1. Kristen Mackenzie

._.. .,..........

Jlllllill

8c:bd'w cW llawtbarae
YwlaWCia def. Maarw
BaD del ADderiOil
Jkooob clef. 8c:lmteaum.
, ....... def. Scb111w
Wrt¥ cW'. mon
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'Rttdma••

IIBU - 84-68 (J500), 2-8 (.222), 16-24 (.887); P8rbr 11-21, 24, 8-8, 82; PMnCID 5-6,
0.0, 1-2, 11; Clldwell 6-12, ~2, 1-3, 18; SDeU 2--6, 0.0, 1-3, 6; o.Dimon ~. ~2, 0.0,
0; Shelton 1~, 0-1, 3-6, 5; Lu.iater 1-2, 0.0, 0.0, 2; llaberw &:9, 0.0, 2--2, 14;
8be1ton U , 0.0, 0.0, 4..
110 . ~78 (..462), ~1 (.000), 29--'3 (.674); Joplin 11·16, o.o, 2--S, 24; ~5-8,~
0, 3-4, 13; Eden 7-28, ~1. 8-9, 22; 8peb 3-7, 0.0, 6-7, 12; 8miih 9-21, 0.0, 6-li, 24;
Baplar 14, 0.0, 3-6. 6.
BALJ"'''MMI: • MO 40, MSU 43.
ASSISTS • IISU 17, Cadwell 8, Parker 4, Shelton 2, Snalll, Gal1imon 1,

Jer

....

1. Janifer

-

,,_,_

Ruul,_ c( 1M JloNMad tJ1Id Jlidulay I.S.H.A. horN ehow.
.._.,
ChmnpioD-bip pomt team Btock Seat
Reaerve-bip poiDt team Bunt Beat
....._,
Ree~bip pomt team Bunt Beat
Kari LiWe hiP pobat ridar Bunt Seat..

&IUD

16.Leet

fJtl!lf#JTI,

~7.28

11. Benuet

10:17.00

6'09.00"
22'09.00~

The numbers behind the action
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CI~ASSIFIEDS
. .. .
~

~

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

To the 18ldest teacher In the

THANKS HEIDI HEISS FORA
GREAT
VALENTINE'S
DANCE. YOU'RE DOING A
WONDERFUL JOB AS soCIAL CHAJRI LOVE. YOUR
SISTERS IN ALP~ SIGMA

EA8NLJPI011MfOUB. Ant
you looking for Gr8lt Houra?

AlalatantCM1> Dlr8ctor, Bual-

GIRLSCOUTCAMPSTAFF •

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
now l*tng lludenll. $30CWOO
wldy. SumrnerfF\IIllme. Tour

wortd,

Heyl You're atupldl

L.ove, JR

To the 8rothera of Sigma Chi,
Thinks for an aweeome Sitcom Mix«. L.ove, the liateraof
Alpha Omicron Pl.

let'a talk clrty- SM ~
'93 Ia on Its w.yl
Faye'• doelal ofyourcustom
prtnllng, embroidery,
and aewn on leaertng In our
11m. Wewartyoutogetwhat
you wart. If we do make a
nUtlike, we are 8llwaya ready
to comd IL Satllfactlonguarla'Mfl

.-....ci
Faye'aculfOmembrcldery and
acreen prtntlng Ia Iocated next
to Wat-Mart. 753- 43. Open
Monday. Frtday, 8:30a.m. • 8
p.m., s.uday. 8:30 a.m. • 5
p.m. We are always open
eluting the houra potted.

n

'Sean, Myl8lf and S1ephanle

wart to dcMlble with you. How
lbqyt!t?

1be

ALPHA.

Gr8lt $? Ntd. ar-t Elcperlence? Don, look erry further.
Martwt for For1une 500 com,.nyl Cell now 1-800-9501037, EXT. 17.

DearSistera ofThelaChi Della,
Thankaforthewondefful nn..
We had a great lme ~ng
thedallnggame. TheBf'othets
of the Kappa Alpha

CAMP
COUNSELORS
WANTED: Magnificent Cl08d
waght lola. AI aporta. crafts,
aewlng, oeramlc8, OCif'l1llUiera,
WSia, theatre, plano, danoe,

8I8IOblct.welghttralnlng,ltftary.
badcpactdng. kitchen, offtoe.
C8f11) Shane, Ferndale, NY
12734, 212-sn--4844.
I need help ftnclng out what It
teela like to be 50 yeara old. I
mean do you totally lose It or
what Cai176S-4478 with Info.

..... waterfrort. rappelllng,
horMback. nalure, arts and
craftS, canoeing and cooke
needed for the summer ll 01rt

Scout Can1> Sycamore Hla.
Contad Chartotle Palmer,
CUnme.tand V'*"! G.S.C..
Box «)488, Nutwtle, TN

Guldel, Gift Shop Slilel, Dec*
HMdl. a..t.nderl, Culno
Dellerl. Be. World travel •
~" Allllka,

"EXTRA INCOME "13"• Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
1993 UWTI trawl brocftl,_,
Formot81tDmdonaend. .
addreued ltaqled envelope
to: Trawl INC., P.0 ,8ox2530,
Miami, Fl33181 .
I need help In tlnclng out what
al the comolon was about In
the JRT ofllce on n.traday.
You wouldtNnkaornabodv had
turned 50 years old or aornethlng the wtq everyone wu
carrying on.

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
DaadliiL... Wadlllldly al noaa

Place your classlfleds In room 111 of Wilson Hall or send them to
MIIT'IY Slate University, 111 Wilson Hal~ 2609 University Station
~11/lllqlllnld

EQUESTRIAN COUNSEL·
ORS -81CpM8nee ~for
IUnm&r poelllon ll Girt Scout
C8f11) Syca'nore Hb. Contact Chlulole Palmer, Cum-

NOnCE
Florida SPRING BREAK - 7
nlgtD Bfa :tiftout $138-158,
RESERVE rootn1 P«:>W. cal
CMI1-800-423-5284

bedand v• o.s.c.. Booc
<40486, Nuhvlle, Thl 3720401'
6151383..()48().

FOR RENT

WATERFRONT STAFF - lfeguardtrlllnngraqulred. W.S,L
deU8d foraumnwpoelllonll
Girt Scout Cafl1) Sycamore
Hills.
Contact Chartotte
Palmer, ~

V'*"'

G.S.C,, Box -40488, Naltwlle.

TN 37204 N 815f383.NQO

.DEX
RATES
With MSU 10: 1~ per wont
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

GREEK/PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS

Ev.y word over twenty wards

FORRSfT

With MSU 10: 1~ per word
WlhcM MSU 1>: 1~ per word

HB.PWANTED
LOST & fOlJI)

S8MCO

FOR SALE
RIDES
Mill:.

Closed on waekln.ls and holidays.
'Lnurll

Europe,

........ Noe.p.telaNeceeMIY· cat 1,ec)2-680-0323ect.
23.

37204or81~.

Order.

HELP WANTED

,... Manager, Helillh euperWclr, l.doouneelorland..S.

NOTICE

Ute Murray State News.·
Be aa881...
Go To Clue And Run A Clawdfled
ID The Murray State News.

or

March5-7andMan:h 12· 14.1993
Friday: 3-6 p.m/ saturday: 10 a.m. • 5 p.m./Sunday: 1-5 p.m.
~ lltll{SJl !JDIII' 'Drus !(It' (),{g • $10.00 ¥tr1Uicm ""'
1(p a»l?tflSSIO'J(J
'1Mre is • ¥ scNJBid""'"'
!Jt1U' tlrus!

l '

I mean I know you go to class.
All college students go to class.
Well, let me take that back, not
all college students go to class.
However, those college students
with class go to class. What I
mean is, if you're classy, you go
to class. And, not only do you
go to class, but you also run
classifieds in

• $59 for frame & single vision lenses

$12-443-5434

fllt1Uitl"""
fArae ul«ti<m D/ 'Drusu !(It'~ Assus~

Do You Have Class?

Eyeglass
Extravaganza

!&Qm'Drus~ 1993 IU

KISTEN ANNE'S
«JJ...a.., ~ XPa,.q
,

INYB.ON 8TWflltG .:. MOO • teoo awry week , . . Detail: Mil to
lntemedonellnc.
1311 Coney leland Aw.
~New Vorl& 11230

1;2 ~

• $79 for frame & bifocal lenses

CORN-,AJJSTIN~
®

YOUR 'Ducl(_lieaa HEADQUARTERS

' F...,.. 11om 1Nc1 QI'OI4).. Cel18ln ,..lctloi• IAJIJ,
,. mljorad Cll'di1811Kted.

Summers /Optical
753·7063

I
::1

-- .......

.....
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FEE
Continued from Page 1

• and some rentals for outside
: groups, but it's going to cost
: more than that to operate."
: "Therefore
the
other
· auxiliary's net profits really
pays for the operation of the
· Currie Center."
Baurer said next year, the
: projected net cost of the
; Currie Center will be about
· $425,000, when the amount of
• revenue is factored out.
· Baurer said the underlying
· idea behind the Currie Center
fee is to free up money to put
back into housing and
dining by making all
students pay for it.
"It's not fair that students
get charged a fee, but, if

somebody has to pay for the
Curris Center, try to make it
so that all students pay for
the Curris Center rather than
just the ones that live in
housing;' he said.
Baurer said the amount of
the fee was figured through a
generated schedule that
showed in $5 increments,
beginning with $6 the
number of dollars that'would
be generated for each
proposed amount.
"A $10 fee enables us to put
some money back into
renovation and maintenance
in the residence halls. A $6
fee means we still have to cut
this year, but it would not be
as much. No fee means we
have a sizeable cut that we're
going to have to make in the
budget," he said.

ENGLISH

students work.
''It will work better than
walking into a room and
Continued from Page 1
having your instructor say
schools," he said. "(KERA) 'Here, you have two hours,
was ! kind of reinforcing see what you can do,"' he
argument for this being said.
· perhaps a better way of doing
Helen Roulston, assistant
things ."
professor of English, is not
Lalicker said he believes sure how well the system will
the new system will allow for work.
better evaluation of the
"It depends on how

LOAN
Continued from Page 1

The
, eligibility
requirements
for
the
Unsubsidized Stafford Loans
-are the same with a few
exceptions. The borrower
does not have to prove
financial need, but must
apply for a
Federal
Subsidized Stafford Loan
first. Also, the U .S.
Department of Education
does not pay the interest
while the student is in school.
· The U.S. Department of
Education will pay the
interest on the Stafford
Subsidized Loans while the
student is enrolled for at
least six hours and for six
months after the students
leaves.
• The amount of money
students can borrow along
with the interest has also

changed.
''New borrowers will pay a
variable interest rate, capped
at nine percent, after leaving
school," Johnny McDougal,
director of student financial
aid, said. "The current
interest rate for new
borrowers in 6.94 percent.
McDougal said previous
borrowers will continue to
pay under the interest rate
assessed to their loans.
McDougal said loan
maximums for the Federal
Subsidized and Unsubsidized
loans are $2626 for first year
students; $3500 for second
year students; $6600 for third
and fourth year students; and
$7500 for graduate students.
These amounts are not
automatically available to
all students, however.
"The actual amount of the
loan received will be
determined by federal
guidelines that take into

This fee would be separate
from the student activity fee
already charged to MSU
students.
"I prefer it to be listed as a
Curris Center fee so the
students, whether they're for
it or against it, at least they
will know what it is about
and where it is going," he
said.
Baurer said there is a cycle
·that is hard to break out of.
"The more students that
are there (in the residence
~ails), .th~ more mon~y that
1s avatlable for rep811' and
maintenance, .which helps
keep students m . The fewer
students that are there, the
less money that is available,
which means there will be
even fewer students as
facilities run down."
restrictive the term paper
requirements become," she
said. "If they give (the
faculty)
very
loose
guidelines where we can do
pretty much what we want,
then it will be better than
having a common final."
Cella said that despite the
new format, there will be no
additional work for the
students.
account the student's coat of
attendance
and other
financial aid," he said.
McDougal said both types of
Stafford Loans require an
originate/insurance fee of
about six percent be taken out
of each approved loan.
McDougal said to apply for
the loan students have to fill
out the Murray· State
financial aid application
and the application for
federal student aid.
McDougal said 2260
students were certified by
Murray State for the Stafford
loan during the 1991-1992
academic year.
McDougal
said
all
financial aid forms for the
1993-1994 academic year
should be flled by April 1.
Forms are available in the
Student Financial Aid office
in Sparks Hall.
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Be sure to ./check out The Murray State News
for the latest in news, sports and campu~ events

A Battle to End All
Battles
Murray State University Curris Center is presenting a
Nintendo Competition. Therewill be six preliminary
competitions. The best two out of each game will move to the
final comprtition held on April 21 , 1993 at 6 p.m. The final
will be held in the Curris Center Ballroom on a big screen 1V.
The winners of the final will receive a cash prize. The two
games that will be played are Technobowl and Mario Ill:
Technobowl is an elimination tournament, at the preliminary
and the final. Mario Ill, the two highest scores will move on to
the final. The one who has the high score in thefinal win,s. It
will cost two dollars to compete in each preliminary for each
game. You can sign up in the SGA office or sign up that night
. before 5 p.m.
Preliminary Dates
Feb. 24
5-10 p.m.
March 17 5-1 0 p.m.
March 24 5-10 p.m.
March 31 5-1 0 p.m.

The Brothers of Sigma Pi
Proudly Announce the Beta Theta Pledge Class
Brian Bennett
Lee Blair
JeffCHne
Greg
Shane p·....
· ~.......
Randy
Brad Graves
LanyHale
Eric Hodges
Ken Johnson

Erik I.Dmbard
MattMiDer
Munsey
Nue

W»*. . -.~

Reginald~

ckReis
·Matt Sanders
Chris Siegel
Brian Walbnon
Matt Watts
Greg Weddle

Our Brotherhood Speaks for itseH•••

-Murray State News
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

In Defense of a littleVk
a messagefrom F()CUS on the Fan1ily
The federal
government has
spent almost
$3 billion ofour
taxes since 1970
to promote
contraceptives and
"safe sex" among
our teenagers. Isn't
it time we asked,
What have we
gotten for
our money?
. These are the facts:
• The federal Centers for Disease
Control estimate that there are now I
million cases of HIV infection
nationwide. 1
• 1 in 100 students coming to the
University of Texas health center now
carries tbe deadly virus.2
• The rate of het.eroscxliBJ f.rnt
transmission has increased 44% ~
Sepcember 1989.)
• Sexually transmitted ~
(STDs) infect 3 million teenagerS
annually.•
• 63% of all STD cases occur among
persons less than 2S years of age.'
• I million new cases of pelvic
inflammarory disease occur annually.6
• 1.3 million new cases of gononbea
occur animal.ly7 ; SU'ains of gonorrhea
bave developed that are resistant to
penicillin.
• Syphilis is at a 40-year high. with
134,000 new infections per year.•
• 500,000 new cases of herpes occur
annually'; it is estimated that 16.4% of
the U.S. population ages 15-74 is
infected, totaling more than 2S million
Americans- among cauin groups. the
infection rate is as high as 60%.10
• 4 million cases of chlamydia ocauannual.ly11; 10..30% of 15- tol9-year·
olds are infected.'~
•1llere are now 24 million cases of
human papilloma virus (HPV), with a
higher prevalence among teens.13
To date, over 20 different and
dangerous sexually transmitted diseases
are rampant among the young. Add to
that the problems associated with
pumiscuous behavior. infertility,
abortions and infected newborns. The
cost of this epidemic is staggering, both
in boman suffering and in expense to
society; yet epidemiologists tell us
we've only seen the beginning.
Incredibly, 1M ''t4(NU'' lfU'IU ll1lil
tOfltlompromoi6S who got us into llris
nans are sdll dltmnlning our policy
~ tldolncml siXfltllity. '1Mir
id«&J ltave jli/«J, and it is time to nthink
dtl!ir ba1tkntptpolici4
How long has it been since you've
heard anyone tell teenagers why it is to
their advantage to remain virgins until
married? The facts are being withheld
from them, with tragic consequences.
Unless we come to terms with the
siclcness that stalks a genemtion of
Americans, teen promiscuity will
continue. and millions of kids .. .
thinlcing they are protected . . . will
suffer for the resr of their lives. Many
wiD die of AIDS.
There is only one safe way to remain
healthy in the midst of a sexual
revolution. It is to abstain from
interco~ until marriage, and then wed
and be faithful to an uninfected partner.
It is a concept that was widely endorsed
in society until the 1960s. Since then, a
"better idea" has come along ... one
that now threatens the entire human
family.
Inevitable questions are raised
whenever abstinence is proposed. It's
time we gave some clear answers:

..

."•

Why, apart from moral
oonsideratiom, do you think
teenagers should be taught to
abstain from sex undl marriage?
No other approach to the epidemic of
sexually transmitted diseases will work.
The so-called "safe-sex" solution is a
disaster in the making. Condoms can fail
at least 15.7 percent of the time annually
in preventing pregnancy.1•1bey fail
36.3 percent of the time annually in
preventing pregnancy amon~ young,
unmarried minority women. ' In a study
of homosexual men, the British Medical
Journal reported the failure rate due to
slippage and breakage to be 26 percent.1'
Given these findings. it is obvious why
we have a word for people who rely
on condoms as a means of birth
control. We call them • ..
"parents."
Remembering that
a woman can
conceive only one or
two days per month,
we can only guess
how high the failure
rate for condoms
must be in preventing
disease. whlch can be
transmitted 365 days
per year! If the
devices are not used
properly. or if they slip
just once, viruses and
bacteria are exchanged
and the disca.~ process begins. One
mi~take after 500 ·~ted" episodes is
all it takes to contract a sexually
transmitted disease. The damage is done
in a single moment when rational
thought is overridden by passion.
Those who would depend on .so
insecure a method must use it properly
on every occasion. and even then a high
failure rate is brought about by factors
beyond their control. The young victim
who is told by his elders that this tilde
latex device is "safe" may not know he
is risking lifelong pain and even death
for so brief a window of pleasure. What
a bwden to place on an immature mind
andbody!
•
Then we must recognize that there
are other differences betWeen pregnancy
prevention and disease prevention. mv
is 1/lSth the width of speon.17 aDd can
pass easily through even the smallest
gaps in condoms. Researchers srudying
surgical gloves made out of latex. the
same material in condoms, found
"channels of 5 microns that penetrated
the entire thickne.<~s of the 2love.''11
HlV measures .1 microns.'19 Given these
findings, what rational, informed person
would lnJSt his or her very life to such
flimsy annor?
This surely explains wby not one of
800 sexologists at a conference a few
years ago raised a hand when asked if
they would trust a thin rubber sheath to
protect them during intercourse with a
known HIV-infected person.:lO Who
could blame them? They're not crazy,
after all. And yet they' re pert'ectly
willing to tell our kids that "safe sex" is
within reach and that they can sleep
around with impunity.
There is only one way to protect
ourselves from the deadly diseases that
lie in wait It is abstinence before
marriage, then marriage and mutual
fidelity for life to an uninfected partner.
Anything less is potentially suicidal
That position is simply NOT
reaUstk today. It's an unworkable
solution: Kids wiD NOT

Implement it.
Some wiU. Some woo'l It's still the
only answer. But let's talk about an
"unworkable solution" of the first order.
Since 1970, the federal government has
spent nearly $3 billion to promote
contraception and "safe sex." This year
alone, 450 million of your tax dollars
will go down that drain!l1(Compared
with less than $8 millioo for abstinence
programs, which Sen. Teddy Kennedy
and company have sought repeatedly to
eliminate altogether.) Isn't it time we ask
what we've gouen for our money? After
22 years and nearly $3 billion, some 58
percent of teenage girls under 18 still did
not use contraception during their f111t
intercourse.22 Furthermore, teenagers
tend to keep having unprotected

ex-convict named Harold Morris talking
about abstinence, among other subjects.
The coliseum seated 18,000 people, but
26,000 teenagers showed up!
Eventually, more than 2,000 stood
outside the packed auditorium and
listened over a hastily prepared
public addres.~> system. Who
says kids woo' t listen to this
time-honored mes..'>age?
Even teens who have
been sexually active can
choose to stop. This is often
called "secondary virginity,"
a good concept that conveys
the idea th.atlcids can start
over. One young girl receolly
wrote Ann Landers to say . r"'f
she wished she had kept ..........J
her virginity, signing the . . . .i
letter, "Sony I didn't and
~t_:
wish I could take it back." As '
'
responsible adults we need to teD
her that even though she can't go
back, she can go forward. She can
regain her self-respect and protect her
health, because it's never too late to start
saying ''no" to premarital sex.
Even though the safe«x
advocates predominate in
educatlooal drdes, are tbere no
positive examples of absdneoce-

about proper condom usaae?
No, because that approach has an
unintended consequence. The process of
reconunending condom usage to
teenagers inevitably conveys five
dangerous ideas: (l) that "safe
sex" is achievable; (2) thai
everybody is doing it; (3) that
responsible adults expect them
to do it; {4) that it's a good
thing; and (5) that their peers
know they lcnow these
things, breeding
promiscuity. Those are
very destructive
messages to give
our kids.
Parenthood's
own data show
that the number

based programs for ldds?
Thankfully, some excel.lent programs
have been developed. Spokane-based
Teen-Aid and Olicago's SouthweSt
Parents Committee are good examples.
So are Next Gen.emti011 in Maryland.
Choices in California and Respect Inc. in
lllinois. Other curricula such as Focing
Reality; Sex Rt!Spect; Me, My World. My
Future; Reasonable Reasons to Wait;
Sex, Love & Choices; F.AC.T.S. etc.,
are all abstinence·themcd programs to
help kids make good sexual drrilims
A good cuniculum for inner-city
youth is Elayne Bennett's But Friends
Program. This successful ''mentoring"
project helps adolescents in Washington,
D.C. graduate from hlgh school and
remain abstinent In five years, not one
female has become pregnant while in the
&st Frimds Program!
Establishing aDd nurturiDg
abstinence ideu with kids.
however, can be like spitting
into the wind. Not because
they won't listen. because
most will. But proabstinence
messages are
drowned out in
a sea of toxic
teen-sex-isinevitable-use-a·

one reason teenagers engage in
intercourse is peer pressure!:M Therefore,
anything we do to imply that "everybody is doing it'' results in more ... not
fewer . . . people who give the game a
try. Condom distributioo programs do
not reduce tbe number of kids expoled
to disease ..• they radically increase it!
Want proof of tbat fact? Since the
federal government began its major
coalbiiiCepCicla propam in uno. unwed
pregnancies have increased 87 percent
among lS- to 19-year-olds.ts Likewise,
abortions among teens rose 67 percent;.,
unwed births went up 61 percent.n And
venereal disease has infected a
generation of young people. Nice job,
sex counselors. Good thinking, senators
and congressmen. Nice nap. America.
Having made a blunder tbal
now threatells the huJnan
family, one would think the
designers would be
backtracking and apologizing
for their miscalculations.
ln.<~tead, they continue to
lobby Congress and
corporate America f<X' more
money. Given the
misinformation extant on
this subject. they' n
probably get it
But it you were

needil
Under this ftnal item (the right to ask
for help) is a list of organizations and
phone numbers that readers are
encouraged to call. The philosophy that
governs several of the mpnizations
reflects the homosexual agenda. which
includes recruionent of the young and
vigorous pro!ll9tioo of a teen's right to
sexual expression.
Your tax dollars at wortt!
Surely there are other Americans
who recognize the danger now
threatening a generation of our best and
brightest. It is time to speak up for an
old-fashioned value called virginity.
Now, mo" than ever. virtut> is a
necessity.
If you agree with Pocus on the
Family that it is time for a new approach
to adolescent l'telluality. tear out this ad
and save it. Take it to your neJtt school
board meeting. Send it to your
congressman or senator. Distribute
copies to the PTA. And by all means,
share it with your teenagers. Begin to
promote abstinence before marriage as
the only healthy way to survive this
worldwide epidemic.
Plea.~ USt> the coupon below to
obtain a vaiiiOble boolclet on abstinmce.
'T'M" is no charge for it. However. yf>ur
support is requl'.Stedforan upcoming 1V
program for teenagers on this imponant
topic. Your comments are also solicited.

condom

propaganda from
••safe-sex''

a parmt and knew that

professionals.

your 100 or dangbter

Youplacen-uor

wat having so, wouldn't
you rather be or 5M used a

l'fSJ)OOSJbiUty Oil tho8e who
have told adolescents tbat sexual
expression is their right as long as
they do it ''properly." Who ehe 11&9
contn'buted to the ep&demic?

condom?
How much risk is acceptable when
you're taiki.ng about your teenager's life?
One study of married couples in which
one partner was infected with HIV found
that 17% of the partners using condoms
for pracctioo still caught the virus within
a year and a balf.•Telling our teens to
·'reduce their risk" to one in six ( 17%) is
not much better than advocating Russian
roulette. Both are fatal. eventually. The
difference is that with a gun, death is
quicker. Suppose your son or daughter
were joining an 18-month skydiving club
of six members. If you knew thai ooe of
their parachutes would definitely fail,
would you reoommend that they simply
. buckle the chutes tighter? Certainly not.
You would say, ''Please don'tjump.
Your life is at stake!" How could a
loving parent do less?

Kids woo't listen to the
absdnence message. You're ja«
wastiDg your bratb to try to
sell them a notion Uke that.
It is a popular myth that teenagers
are incapable of understanding that it
is in their best interest to save
themselves \Dltil marriage. Almost
6S percent of all hlgh school females
under 18 are virgins?'

Of coune, the beautiful young 81.."101'5
in those steamy ~ never faced any
conseql.le1lCtS for their sexual
indulgence. No ooe ever came down
with herpes, or syphilis, or chlamydia. or
pelvic inflammatory disease. or
infertility, or AIDS. or genital warts, or
cervical cancer. No patients were ever
told by a physician that there was no
cure for their disease or that they
would have to deal with the pain
for the rest of their lives. No
one ever heard that genital
cancers associated with the
human papilloma virus
(HPV) kill more women than
AJDS,.lU or that strains of
gonorrhea are now resislant to
penicillin.31
No, there was no
downside. It all looked
like so much
fun. But what a
weare
paying now for
the lies we have been
told.
The government has also
contributed to this crisis and
continues to exacerbate the problem. For
example, a current brochure from the
federal Centers for Disease Control and
the City of New York is entitled, "Teens
Have the Right," and is apparently
intended to free adolescents from adult
authority. Inside are the six declarations
that make up a ..Teenager' s Bill of
Rights," as follows:
• 1have the right to think for myself.
•I have the right to decide whether to
have sex and who[m] to have it with.
• I have the right to use protection
when I have sex.
• I have the right to buy and use
condoms.
• I have the right to express myself.
• I have the riaht to ask for help if I

A few years ago in Lexington. Ky., a
youth event was held that featured no
sports contest, no rock groups-just an

incercourse for a full year. on average,
before starting any kind of
contraception.13 Tha1 is the success ratio
of the experts who call abstinence
"unrealistic" and "unwottable,"
Even if we spent another $50 billion
to promote condom usage, most
teenagers would still not use them
consistently and properly. The nature of
human beings and the passion of the act
simply do not lend themselves to a
disciplined response in young romantics.
But if you knew a teenager was
aoin& to bave intercourse,
wouldn't you teach him or her

The entertainment industl)' must
certainly share the blame, including
television producers. It is interesting in
this context that all four networks and
the cable television entities are wringing
their hands about this terrible epidemic
of AIDS. They profess to be very
concerned about those who are infected
with seJtually transmitted diseases, and
perhaps they are sincere. However, 1V
executives and movie moguls have
contributed mightily to the existence of
this plague. For decades. they have
depicted teens and young adults
climbing in and out of each other's beds
like so many sexual robots. Only the
nerds were shown to be chaste, and they
were too srupid or ugly to find panners.
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Uaafl want to support a national television broadcast on abstinence and
Ifill• help Focus on the FamHy reach out to America's kids.
.
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Please send me
oopies of the booklet,
'1'eaching Your Kids to Say 'No' to Sex.•

(Upi0 10: FREE-Mort,.,1035eMCh')l.f213

0 Please send me _ _ copies of 1his ad.
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I am enclosing a tax-deductible gift of
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__________ ...

Please make c:hedl payable to Focta on the Family Clip lhis reply fonn and send 11 alono Wlltl yoor
tax.deduc;ti)le donation lo• Focus on the Family, Colorado·Springs, CO 80995-001> 1.
Or call1·71 H33-e217.
·suggesl8d donation
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